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AbstratA ritial analysis of published thermal ondutivity data is presented whihhighlights failures in data extrapolation, unexplained sudden drops in previouslyobserved material data sets and the larity of equipment design.Thermal ondutivity measurements on a range of materials were performedusing a Giord-MMahon ryostat with the aim of onsolidating urrent informa-tion on thermal properties as well as olleting data on new materials exeutedfrom 3 K to 30 K using the steady state method.The ability of the ryostat to aurately yle between desired temperatureswas veried and used for thermal stability tests of materials for the Mid-InfraredInstrument to be launhed on the James Webb Spae Telesope. Tests undertakenon the eletrial resistivity of aluminium foam were used to onrm the aurayof the system. For steady state measurements of samples, the temperature arossa known thikness of material was varied using a resistor heater of known powerpermitting the alulation of the thermal ondutivity. The robustness of thesystem up to 20 K was shown using a Stainless Steel 316 sample, whih agreedwith expetations at the 2.1% level.The thermal ondutivity of boron-doped silion was measured, speiallylooking at the ondutivity aross a hydroxide-atalysis bond. Suh bonded sili-on and siliate bonds are integral to the ongoing researh for the next generationof gravitational wave detetors. The thermal ondutivity of p-type boron-dopedsilion was shown to inrease from 24.06  46.44W/mK over the 4  19 K tem-perature range.The improvement in the design features of ryogeni systems outlined arebeing implemented in labs at the University of Glasgow. The experimental setupdeveloped during the ourse of this PhD projet will also be used for data olle-tion for medial diagnosti equipment. i
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Thermal and eletrial properties of materials at ryogeni temperatures are im-portant in the design and onstrution of instruments for astronomy. This thesisoers a thorough analysis of the thermal properties of onstrution materialsused in instruments at very low temperatures. By studying thermal and eletri-al properties between 3 and 30 K we an provide reommended values to ensurethe hosen materials meet the required speiation. These proposed values anthen be adopted by those who are seleting materials, with ondene that thematerials will perform as desired.Furthermore, the ombination of theoretial values with experimental datais essential to develop a database of robust values, whih is absent at this time.As part of this proess and beause experimental ability has ourished over thepast few deades it has been revealed that some older data urrently utilised maybe inorret.An in depth ritial analysis of data published between 1955 and the presenthas been developed and this investigation presents reommended values of datawhere possible. Some of these values are omplemented by experimental values1
alulated with modern equipment speially adapted for this purpose. A se-ondary objetive of this thesis is to introdue an analysis of dierent methods formeasuring the thermal ondutivity of materials, with the method used hereinbeing studied in depth.This rst hapter inludes an introdution of instruments used at ryogenitemperatures (< 123 K) and their uses in astronomy. This ontains details ofthe required information on the properties of materials before onstrution ofan instrument is undertaken. Prior to this work there have been problems withinstruments operating properly at ryogeni temperatures due to a lak of knowl-edge, or insuient material testing in advane of instrument ompletion (setion1.4).This thesis presents an overview of these issues and an explanatory exam-ple of how material properties are determined. Additionally, details of oolingtehniques are disussed.1.1 The neessity for instruments to assist astro-nomial disoveryDevelopments in tehnology are a neessary line of enquiry beause without theseadvanes, the rate of disovery and understanding in astronomy would dereasedramatially, even within theoretial investigations. To make these disoveriesobserving platforms, instruments and observing tehniques are developed, as wellomputers for data output and analysis. In the early years of the 20th enturyoptial devies suh as photographi plates were developed with photoeletridetetors following shortly afterwards [1℄. By the 1940s, radars used in World WarII aidentally deteted radio waves from the sun, leading to the inreased interestin radio astronomy. As diode and ryogenis tehnology was developed, sensitiveradio instruments were produed [2℄. In 1969 harge oupled devies (CCDs)2
were developed using the advantages of both these earlier tehniques [3℄. In the1960's development of infrared, X-ray, submillimeter and gamma-ray instrumentsinreased [4℄.1.1.1 Ground or spae based observatory?Many fators are onsidered when hoosing whether to base a new observatoryon the ground or in spae, of primary onern is onsidering what part of theeletromagneti (EM) spetrum one wishes to view. As only visible, radio andsub-millimeter rays fully penetrate the Earth's atmosphere, all observatories onthe ground must fous on this work. Figure 1.1 illustrates the regions of theEM spetrum whih travel through the Earth's atmosphere. A ground basedobservatory an be as large as required as there is no need to onsider how it willt inside a launh vehile to travel into spae. Aess is far easier if any problemsour or upgrades are required and instruments an have a long lifetime due tothe aessibility when upgrading. However, there an be other ompliations andonsiderations due to monetary, politial and aestheti issues when hoosing anappropriate site [5℄.
Figure 1.1: The Earth's atmosphere bloks most EM radiation from spae: theatmospheri transmission of light an mainly be seen in the optialand radio bands [6℄.In ontrast, spae based observatories have virtually no atmospheri loss, lowbakground noise, lose to 24-hour observing times and an image all wavelengths.3
These observatories are more omplex to design and build, are muh harder tox and upgrade one in orbit and are muh more expensive to develop.1.1.2 Signal detetionEvery observation made an be broken down in to two distint parts: the signalone is looking for and the bakground. The design of the telesope inorporatesmany fators to ensure as lean a signal as possible an be dened by reduingand eliminating noise. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) an be dened as:
SNR ∝ I Ω A ǫ D∗ δ λ
√
t (1.1)where IΩ is the ux density from the astronomial soure, A is the area of thetelesope, ǫ is the eieny of the system as a whole (inluding any atmospheriimpat), D∗ is the sensitivity of the detetor, δλ is the observing bandwidth andthe integration time, √t. The olleting area and the eieny of the system asa whole are both diretly related to the tehnology.1.1.3 Where to detet?Light pollution and atmospheri eets have an inuene on positioning of tele-sopes. Telesopes were therefore gradually moved away from towns and itiesand on to mountain tops to be further from areas of high light pollution. Theinreased altitude redues the amount of atmosphere one must look through andthe atmosphere is less disturbed than that seen at lower altitudes allowing moreeetive viewing due to better seeing (stable air with little turbulene). The airand atmosphere absorbs and satters EM radiation, with redder light satteredless than bluer light. As water vapour absorbs muh of the IR signal, plaingthese telesopes above as muh of the atmosphere as possible redues the loss inthe infrared (IR) signal.4
Gamma-rays and X-rays whih are often targeted as a primary objet of inter-est are absorbed by oxygen and nitrogen moleules, and UV-light is absorbed byoxygen and ozone moleules. This means that these rays are ompletely blokedby the atmosphere when attempts are made to view from the ground. The longestradio-waves do not penetrate eletrons in the atmosphere so annot be detetedfrom the ground, but onversely shorter radio-waves do penetrate the atmospherehene an be deteted from the ground.Adaptive optis (AO) have been developed to assist with reduing seeingeets due to optial eets introdued by the medium between the objet andits image. Before foused light from the objetive mirror reahes the detetor,deformable mirrors are used and adjusted thousands of times eah seond toreonstrut images bak to their original shape. A bright `point soure' (i.e. anobjet with a known shape suh as a star) lose to the desired objet is usedto analyse the atmospheri eets. If a bright objet is not available, a laserguide star is reated from whih the system an be ongured to ompensate foratmospheri distortions. As onditions hange over the period of an observation,AO ompensations need to hange in line with this. Atuators are used for thispurpose; for example piezo-staked atuators whih expand or ontrat undervoltage hanges. Ideally, to ensure there is no over-ompensation of signal, onemust have at least the same number of measurements as number of atuatorswhih ontrol the mirror movement. The required AO orretion is diretly linkedto the seeing onditions at the time of the observation: the worse the seeingonditions, the more AO orretion that is required. [7℄The Very Large Telesope (VLT) in Chile examines the optial and IR re-gions and one of its instruments, the Cryogeni Infrared Ehelle Spetrograph(CRIRES), uses AO. The instrument uses 60 atuators to optimise the signal tonoise ratio (SNR) and spatial resolution. The AO system is housed on a tip-tiltstage and onentrates the light at the 0.2 arse wide spetrograph slit [8℄. The5
instrument has observed in all seeing onditions, from 0.5 - 1.5 arse. The Dif-ferential Image Motion Monitor (DIMM) is used to measure the quality of seeingusing two images through parallel olumns of atmosphere [3℄. For the K-band,in `good' seeing onditions (DIMM measurement below 0.78") the instrumentprodued an ensquared energy (onentration of energy in an optial image at aspeied range) of 63% for magnitude R = 10 and 58% for R = 15, in In `bad' see-ing onditions (DIMM measurement above 0.78") they were 56% for R = 10 and50% for R = 15 [9℄. The measurements given are pessimisti for the instrumentas the aberrations introdued by the IR amera were also taken into aount, butthe ensquared energy values are still within the requirements of the instrument.1.1.4 Instrument eienyThe overall eieny of any given system onstitutes many fators: Atmospheri transmission: Depending on the area of the eletromagneti(EM) spetrum an instrument is designed for observing, it may need tobe sent to spae as not all wavelengths will penetrate the atmosphere (seegure 1.1). Ground based instruments: An appropriate site must be hosen; for exam-ple, high sites with low water vapour for sub-millimeter studies or sea-levelsites away from radio soures (ities, mobile phone networks et.) for radioinstruments. Bakground: The `darkness' of the night sky is onsidered, espeially whenbuilding optial and infrared (IR) instruments as a high photon bakgroundredues the eieny. Optial omponents: All optial omponents between the inoming ray oflight and the detetor must be optimised to redue error in measurement.6
This is a very hallenging part of the design proess as all optis must beongured to within λ/20 of the desired observation region. One onguredthe optis must be aligned.1.2 Instruments at ryogeni temperaturesThe word ryogenis originates from the Greek words kryos meaning "frost" andgeni meaning "to produe" and generally refers to temperatures below 123 K.To reah these temperatures, sientists require the use of liquid gases suh as oxy-gen, nitrogen and helium. Further details of ryogenis and ahieving ryogenitemperatures is given in setion 1.6. The rst refrigeration was in the 1840s, butfrom the point in 1908 when helium was liquied, a dramati hange in sieneand engineering ourred. The ability to use liquid helium for ooling allowed re-searh to be arried out at near absolute zero, giving the opportunity to disoverand understand more about the old universe.Many instruments used in astronomy use ryogeni tehnology in one formor another, for example; ryogenially ooled hambers for light olletion; super-onduting instruments; ooled mirrors; detetors and bolometers. These systemsare dierentiated by the region of the eletromagneti spetrum with whih theyare onerned. This setion disusses the spei instruments and tehnologywhere ryogeni temperatures are required, primarily fousing on instruments forphysis and astronomy throughout the EM spetrum, with some of the require-ments for old instruments illustrated in gure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Some uses of Cryogeni tehnology through EM spetrum. Areashighlighted in yellow demonstrate some of the multiwavelength usesof ryogenis in astronomy [10℄.1.2.1 Instruments through the EM spetrumAs we go through the EM spetrum from long wavelength radio-waves to shortwavelength gamma-rays, ryogeni instrumentation is required in all areas. Indeteting a signal in radio astronomy one of two methods is used: a low noiseamplier (for example a High Eletron Mobility Transistor, HEMT), or a hetero-dyne mixer. In both of these instanes, operation at ryogeni levels is preferableas it redues noise interferene. Additionally, some mixers used require superon-dutivity and therefore must operate at ryogeni temperatures [11℄.For sub-mm wavelengths, the method used for detetion varies depending on8
the spetral resolution of measurements. Radio astronomy methods (HEMT andheterodyne mixers) are used for the high spetral resolution and bolometers areused for ontinuum and low spetral resolution measurements [11℄. Many bolome-ters operate at 300 mK or lower, reduing the heat apaity and hene loweringtime onstants for the detetor (to ensure it is pratially useful) [12℄. Optialltering is required to ensure the bandwidth of inident radiation is redued sothe bolometer does not saturate [13℄. Other methods an be employed inludingusing superonduting tunnel juntions and kineti indutane detetors whihboth rely on superondutivity thus operate ryogenially.Cooling is required in infrared instruments to redue dark noise (eletronspromoted to the ondution band by thermal exitation). The bandgap variesin size with varying wavelengths - the longer the wavelength of photon to bedeteted, the lower the photon energy thus a smaller bandgap is required. Thedark urrent (small urrent whih ows in photosensitive devies when not inoperation) depends on the bandgap size and the temperature, where smallerbandgaps require lower temperatures [14℄. This tehnology requires temperaturesof a few K at wavelengths of 200 µm, but an go up to operation as high as 100 Kat a few µm.The main devies used within optial astronomy are harge oupled devie(CCD) ameras. CCDs have a muh higher sensitivity and linearity than pho-tographi lm but require ooling to redue dark noise (thermal exitation ofeletrons) [14℄. The bandgap is larger than for IR detetors so less ooling is re-quired thus they generally operate in the 150-200 K region. CCDs are also usedto detet UV wavelengths, operating at similar temperatures.Various dierent detetors are used in X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy in-luding CCDs. Operating temperatures vary from room temperature (for sintil-lators) to below 100 mK (for miroalorimeters) [4℄. Observations generally needto be arried out from spae as the majority of rays are absorbed or reeted by9
the atmosphere (gure 1.1).1.2.2 The future of submillimeter detetion: SCUBA-IIThe Sub-millimeter Common-User Bolometer Array II, SCUBA-II, is a 10,000pixel submillimeter amera on the James Clerk Maxwell Telesope (JCMT).SCUBA-II was built at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh, with the optis ooledfor operation at 4 K. The amera was designed to replae SCUBA, the originalbolometer amera for JCMT; SCUBA beame operational in 1997. JCMT stud-ies our Solar System (inluding our Sun), interstellar dust and gas and distantgalaxies.JCMT has a 15 m primary mirror, onsisting of 276 aluminium skin pan-els bonded to an aluminium honeyomb struture. The alignment of the panelsan be adjusted and the antenna altered to maintain the optimum overall mirrorshape. The seondary mirror an be tilted in two axis for sky bakground al-ulations. JCMT is apable of rotation, inluding the observers arousel. JCMToers the ability to hold multiple instruments simultaneously: the Cassegrainabin and two Nasmyth platform hold heterodyne reeivers, SCUBA-II and theHeterodyne Array Reeiver Programme (HARP) respetively.SCUBA-II replaed the original SCUBA, a 131 pixel amera and photometeronsisting of two arrays of bolometeri detetors in hexagonal arrangements withadditional photometry pixels at the edge of the long wave array. As SCUBA wassuh a suess for researh, with itations over a few years almost on a par withthe Hubble Spae Telesope, a seond generation instrument was developed [15℄.SCUBA-II oers ontinuum observing using eight detetor arrays, four at eahof 850 and 450 µm, and has a eld of view of around 50 arminutes. SCUBA-IIsuessfully had rst light in 2010 and sine then has begun progression throughthe planned surveys.10
Galati astronomy SCUBA-II will examine the formation of stars and plan-etary systems in a wider eld of view than has been studied previously. Thiswill be foused on examining the origin and formation of dust. The SCUBA-IIgalati plane survey will explore new areas of researh: the star forming loudpopulation and the total mass of loud dust in our Galaxy. With the apabilitiesof SCUBA-II this should only take around 50 hours to omplete, as it is fasterthan previous instruments on JCMT. Further louds above the Galati planewill be searhed for, revealing whether stars have been forming in this region.Finally, interstellar magneti elds will be imaged in the wide-eld, determiningglobal magneti elds between neighbouring galaxies [16℄.Extragalati astronomy SCUBA made an impat on extragalati astron-omy, espeially our understanding of dust-obsured star formation. SCUBA-IIaims to develop this further, using its wider eld of view to ll in some of the gapsin our urrent knowledge. The history of star formation from the early stages isstill unknown. Planned surveys will trae these early stages and with informationfrom other regions of the EM spetrum this will reveal details of the early stages.Galaxy formation in the early universe and galaxy populations will be examinedin a similar way, and the data olleted, ompared and ontrasted alongside datafrom other regions of the EM spetrum to reveal the true beginnings. As sub-millimeter observations detet un-sattered photons, the survey will examine theSunyaev-Zel'dovih (S-Z) eet [16℄.With the inreased pixel base and tehnologial advanements of SCUBA-IIas a submillimeter instrument, many osmologial questions an be investigatedfurther and hopefully answered. SCUBA-II will also map dark areas to examinewhether there are targets of interest, as preparatory work for future submillimetersurveys suh as the Ataama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA).
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Thermal designSCUBA-II is the submillimeter equivalent of a CCD amera: it uses large arrayswith 10,000 pixels in total to sample the sky, without having to `sky hop' (takea bakground image from a setion of sky outside the telesope's eld of view).It has ryogenially ooled stages: 60 K, 4 K, 1 K and a few m K. Cooling of thelowest temperature detetors is by means of a ryogen-free dilution refrigerator(DR). The detetors operate at millikelvin temperatures. A 50 mK heat sink andthe set of detetors are surrounded by the `1 K box', onstruted from aluminiumalloy 6082 T6. This `1 K' box is surrounded by radiation shielding, also heldat 1 K. This ompletely surrounds the detetors to ensure that no radiation isallowed to enter from higher temperature areas of the instrument. The 1 K box isheld in plae with bolted joints meaning it an be removed from the instrumentif required for alterations or upgrades. The detetors and 1 K box are onnetedwith ribbon able and further ribbon able is used to run from opper plates onthe 1 K box to the mK plate. To ensure suient thermal ontat is made, jointsare epoxy lled to inrease ontat area. The wiring for the mK box must behosen very arefully as thermal isolation must be maintained between this andthe 1 K box for suessful operation.In total, there are 256 SQUID series arrays (one for eah olumn of detetorsand 32 per sub-array), eah of whih dissipate around 1µW of power to thesystem. This exess heat must be removed from the system to maintain therequired temperature [17℄. The main ooling of SCUBA-II was to be providedusing a dilution refrigerator (DR). The DR used onsists of a two-stage pulse-tube ooler (PTC) for pre-ooling, before the helium enters a Joule-Thomsonheat exhanger.As both the TES and SQUID arrays are aeted by magneti elds, the12
system was designed in suh a way to eliminate these within the detetor hamber.Superonduting shielding was tted to the 1 K box to eliminate the majority ofmagneti eets. Mu-metal (an alloy of iron and nikel) was added to the vauumvessel and radiation shield to redue the eld strength within the superondutingshield. As the positioning of JCMT does not indue a large magneti eld,minimal shielding was required on the outside of the instrument.SCUBA-II is a prime example of an instrument whih required materialtesting to be arried out during manufature. Furthermore, the implementedjoints were onstruted to perfet onditions, but if they need to be altered atany point this will potentially weaken them to an unknown speiation. Ideallywhen joint speiations are tested, repeated onstrution and deonstrutionshould be arried out before retesting of the properties to ensure the struturean maintain the required speiation after alterations have been made.1.2.3 The future of astronomy: MIRI for JWSTThe James Webb Spae Telesope (JWST) is a 6.5 m aperture infrared telesopeoperating at 50 K and below, whih is known as `the Hubble Spae Telesopes's(HST) suessor'. The telesope is a joint program between National Aeronautisand Spae Administration (NASA), the European Spae Ageny (ESA) and theCanadian Spae Ageny (CSA). JWST is urrently planning for a 2018 launhon Ariane5 by ESA with the aim of orbiting at the Sun-Earth Lagrange point,
1.5 × 106 km from Earth. The telesope design inorporates four instrumentson the integrated siene instruments module (ISIM): a near-IR spetrometer(NIRSpe), a near-IR amera (NIRCam), tunable lter imager (TFI) and a mid-IR instrument (MIRI). These instruments share the telesope's eld of view andan work simultaneously for parallel alibration and to assist thermal stability[18℄. The Mid-Infrared Instrument is the only instrument on the JWST to operatein the mid-infrared range, speially providing imagery, oronography and low13
to medium spetrosopy over the 5− 28.3µ m band.The siene goals for JWST have been divided into four major sienethemes: rst light and reionisation; assembly of galaxies; birth of rst stars andplanetary systems; and planetary systems and origin of life [18℄. These sieneobjetives annot be met with any other existing or planned instrument either inspae or on the ground.The optial design of JWST inorporates a 6.5 m primary mirror, this de-sign means the mirror is too large to t in a onventional launher. The telesopetherefore features a segmented mirror omprising of 18 segments made from Beryl-lium, a lightweight material with good thermal stability at low temperatures [19℄.The mirror segments will unfold after JWST has left our atmosphere and the fullsize mirror will be reated. During a year, all regions of the sky an be observed.The instrument is designed to be operational for 70% of the time [18℄.First light and reionisation JWST aims to identify the rst luminoussoure(s) to assist with determining the ionisation history of the universe. De-tetion of low-redshift sattering of the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB)by Wilkinson Mirowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [20℄ shows that the neutraluniverse beame reionised at a redshift z ≃ 10− 15. The hope is that JWST anboth pin down this era more preisely and identify the soure of the energy inputthat aused reionisation.Broad band lters in JWST will reate an ultra-deep survey, similar tothat done by HST. Objets at inreasing redshifts will be deteted using theLyman break tehnique, with JWST designed to have the sensitivity to reahAB=31 mag. This will be done using broad-band imaging in the near-IR withfurther data from mid-IR used to study very bright soures [19℄.Assembly of galaxies Dark matter, stars and galaxies alongside the gas, met-als, strutures and ative nulei will be examined by JWST from the epoh of14
reionisation to present. Groups of thousands of stars form galaxies, and thesegalaxies form the universe as we know it. Theory and observations have shownthat galaxies are formed through merging of dark matter, rst into small objets,then building up into larger hierarhial formation. The stars eah individuallymove through their lifetimes (as depited in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram)at eah step interating with the surrounding gas, dust and dark matter. JWSTwill delve deeper into our understanding by investigating key questions aboutproesses whih determine galaxy properties and the role of starbursts and blakholes.Birth of stars and planetary systems JWST aims to determine more depthof understanding of the rst stages of the birth of a star and the proesses there-after. Planetary systems will be examined in a similar way as although muhis known, the early stages and detail of the later interations is only now beingunovered. Many simulations have been reated of the early stages of both starsand planets, but observations are laking. With JWST, theory and observationan be ombined to answer these questions on the early stages of formation andenvironmental impats.Planetary systems and the origin of life Physial and hemial propertiesof planetary systems will be researhed by JWST to investigate the origin oflife. The investigation will start with the formation of small objets, how theyombine to make larger objets and how they enter orbits. We will then be able todetermine more about how our solar system was formed. This will lead us towardsa deeper understanding of how life ould have been formed here and therefore inother solar systems. The lters for MIRI have been speially designed, and thefour positions Exoplanet surveys have been performed by Kepler (2009 - present),speially investigating the abundane of terrestrial and larger planets and theharateristis thereof. When the European Extremely Large Telesope (E-ELT)15
is operational at the start of the next deade, exoplanet surveys in the optialand near-infrared region will be ompleted. JWST studies will omplement theresearh done by Kepler and ELT, aiming to further our knowledge on other lifeforms. Finally, the old objets and dust whih an form in to debris disks aroundstars will be investigated further.Thermal design and novel approahThis setion fouses on MIRI and examines the thermal design, disussing theryogeni requirements to ahieve the goals set by the projet.The JWST will be launhed warm and then passively ooled to around 50 K.The MIRI will be pre-ooled using a hybrid pulse-tube/JT ooler, separated fromthe optis module to redue vibrations to the instrument [21℄. Three instruments(NIRCam, NIRSpe and FGS) will operate at 35 K, with thermal swithes inplae to prevent overheating of the module during sunshield deployment and toprevent ontamination heating from the rest of the struture [22℄. The MIRIinstrument is thermally isolated from the ISIM as the detetors must be ativelyooled to near 7 K to ensure the stated sensitivity requirements are fullled. Themodular design of the MIRI is an all-aluminium design to allow for isothermalstability, with a single stage thermal design [23℄ [24℄.Thermal isolation of MIRI is important to ensure that the operating temper-ature of 7.1 K is not aeted by the 35 K integrated siene instruments module(ISIM). The struts holding MIRI in plae are made of a high strength, high sti-ness material but with low heat ow at ryogeni temperatures [25℄. Carbon brereinfored polymer (CFRP) was hosen for these tubes as it has a low oeientof thermal expansion, low density, high strength bres and high strength:thermalondutivity ratio at ryogeni temperatures. A design meeting the performanerequirements for launh and orbit, as well as the thermal prerequisites was re-quired, with the symmetrial design allowing for stress to be equally distributed16
in all diretions [26℄.A temperature of 15.5 K is required for redution of the optial bakgroundnoise from the mid-infrared thermal self-emission. The lower temperature, 7 K,whih MIRI operates at is to aount for reduing this thermal bakground toan optimum level for the one stage thermal design. The thermal arhiteture,illustrated in gure 1.3, onsists of the 35 K ISIM struture; the 7 K Optismodule of MIRI ontaining the three detetors; and the hydrogen dewar. TheMIRI detetors are thermally isolated from the ISIM and are onneted to thesingle stage dewar with a thermal strap, dediated to take the heat load of thedetetor only. A seond thermal strap is in plae to take the remaining instrumentthermal load as the preision of temperature ontrol is less ritial here.
Figure 1.3: MIRI thermal design. (Image ourtesy of Prof. G. Wright)Thermal loss and ontamination need to be onsidered: there will be radiativeloss from the ISIM and struture as well as ondution through wiring and dataharnesses.As the JWST is an instrument designed to need no maintenane one oper-ating, the optial and thermal/mehanial designs had to be designed to ensurethe system was noise and vibration limited. A prototype was built to the ex-17
at requirements of the nal design, to be vibration tested in a simulator forlifto. Mounting designs, optial alignment and omponents were tested priorand post launh. The optial design shown in gure 1.3 is enlosed in a 6061(T6) aluminium alloy over.A full test model of MIRI was onstruted and tested, suessfully passingall stability and eletronis tests after ooldown and launh simulations.1.3 Cryogeni tehnologies in other areas ofphysisMany instruments used in other areas of physis researh also require ryogeniomponents suh as superonduting elements. Two of the largest and most wellknown ground based projets urrently utilising signiant levels of ryogenitehnology are the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN on the Swiss/Frenhborder and the Advaned LIGO Gravitational Wave detetor in the USA.1.3.1 Large Hadron ColliderOne of the main appliations of ryogenis in partile physis is for ooling themagnets in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world's largest and most pow-erful partile aelerator loated near Geneva, Switzerland. The LHC is a multi-billion pound projet, involving 111 nations, and is now operating at full powerafter 70 years of developments in detetors for experimental partile physis [27℄.The LHC is a 27km ring onsisting of 9300 superonduting magnets, work-ing alongside 4 detetors (A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), ATLAS,Common Muon Solenoid (CMS) and the Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb)),a further two experiments (TOTal Elasti and dirative ross setion Measure-ment (TOTEM) and the Large Hadron Collider forward (LHCf)) and a grid ofproessing and analysing omputer power. Partiles are red round the LHC in18
opposite diretions lose to the speed of light with very high energies. One theyreah optimum speed they are allowed to ollide, reating new partiles. It is atthis point sientists trak the reated partiles, examining their behaviour andidentifying them. Aelerating strutures have been built in to help boost theenergy of the partiles when required. These ollisions will produe small pathesof very high energy, whih will help unover the beginnings of our Universe.Due to the nature of superonduting magnets, the network of magnets needsto be ooled to 1.8 K using liquid helium. The magnets are made from niobium-titanium wire wrapped in to oils. The helium supply must be onstant, withheat sinks taking any exess heat out of the system. The ollider is divided in toeight setions, with eah having its own refrigerator. Liquid nitrogen is used topreool the system to 80 K, then helium is then injeted in to the old magnetsto ool the system down to 4.5 K before nally ooling to 1.8 K.The thermal ontration of the materials used to build the LHC ring havebeen alulated very arefully as this dramati hange in temperature makes thematerials ontrat. This ontration is over 80 m in total for the full 27 km ring.Devies inserted between the magnets allow for this ontration to ensure smoothrunning.Numerous problems arose during the onstrution and testing phases of theLHC with one of the most prominent problems ourring shortly after the LHCbegan operation. A transformer broke, then days later a helium leak ourred.These problems aused the system to be shut down for over 2 months, delayingthe shedule and reating a huge nanial loss.The LHC is running at full power as of 2012, and on 4th July 2012 bothATLAS and CMS projets announed the observation of a partile onsistentwith the Higgs-boson [28℄.
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1.3.2 Gravitational Wave detetorsGravitational radiation is predited by general relativity, in the form of urvatureof our spae-time system that propagates outward at the speed of light, travellingoutward from a moving objet or system of objets" [29℄. This urvature isprodued by the mass-energy and momentum ontent of spae-time. The moremassive an objet in spae is, the greater the urvature it reates and the moreintense the gravity. If objets orbit eah other in a periodi way, the ripplesin spae-time will spread outwards similar to ripples on a pond: these are thegravitational waves.These ripples in the urvature of spae-time in turn ause a hange in theseparation between objets. Due to the nature of gravitational radiation thesedisplaements are very small. Therefore, detetable (gravitational) signals areonly produed by massive and ompat astrophysial systems, suh as neutronstars, supernovae and blak holes. In fat, theoretial models urrently preditthe frational relative displaement, or strain, from suh astrophysial soures tobe no greater than around 1 part in 1024 on Earth. This reates one of the greatesthallenges for today's experimental sientists. In being able to detet these waves,sientists will be able to onrm the relativisti theory of gravity, impatingmany areas of urrent researh. A greater understanding of gravitational wavesis important beause these waves an propagate from and through regions thatother (for example, eletromagneti) waves annot. We may eventually be able tounderstand muh more about blak holes and the early phases of the Big Bang.The most ommon method urrently employed is laser interferometry, inwhih the interferene pattern shown by the re-ombination of light waves isused to detet the dierential hange in distanes aused by the passage of agravitational wave. Although it seems as if this may be easy to detet, the hangeourring is minute, merely 10−18 m or less for arms length of 1 km [30℄. One ofthe main fators in experimental design when trying to detet these gravitational20
waves is to ut out all soures of noise from the surroundings so that the onlyremaining signals are from gravitational waves.Thermal noise suh as Brownian motion of the atoms with the mirror sub-strate material is a fundamental limitation in deteting gravitational waves. Thisan be redued by fabriating the mirrors from low dissipation materials and byooling the detetor to low temperatures. One method envisaged for ooling theinterferometers, used in the Cryogeni Laser Interferometry Observatory, CLIO,system [31℄, involves situating the mirrors in ryogeni hambers and reduingtheir temperature to approximately 20 K. The system is made of a pulse tubeooler (see setion 1.6.2) with old stages at 40 K and 4 K. The ooler is on-tained within a small vauum tank and eah old head ools double radiationshields that are housed in the main mirror vauum ryostat. Initial problemsenountered with this system beause of mirror ontamination were overomeby introduing an 80 K pulse tube Giord-MMahon refrigerator whih assistedooling of the radiation shield.1.4 The eets of an inomplete material proper-ties atalogueOver the years there have been various tehnial problems due to ryogeni partsof instruments, with some attributed to a lak of knowledge on the onstrutionmaterials.Hershel Spae TelesopeOn Hershel's [32℄ rst ooldown, the telesope did not fous. Tests were thenarried out at ryogeni temperatures and the material harateristis were foundto be dierent to preditions. This inomplete understanding aused a delay asadaptations were made. 21
James Webb Spae TelesopeMuh of the struture of JWST is made of Carbon bre [33℄. As this was arelatively new material, researh was onduted to ensure the properties weresuiently understood. Further researh was onduted in to the materials foruse in thermal straps and for joints. This was not damaging to the instrumentas a whole, but inurred an extra time delay whih ould have been avoided iffurther material property data was available. [34℄ISOCAMISOCAM was well designed, but the inorret wire was mistakenly used in theinternal struture [35℄. As the properties of the wire used were dierent to thatwhih was planned to be used, heat leaked in to the instrument. This exess heatin the system meant it ould not be ooled to the planned temperature, hene theplanned sienti researh would not have been able to be ompleted. Fortunatelythe mistake was notied prior to launh, and the system was re-wired with theorret wire and the instrument ooled as expeted. This highlights the neessityfor orret materials being used whih in turn relates to knowing enough aboutthermal and eletrial properties of materials to implement them in omplexsystems.Challenger DisasterPossibly the most well known example of insuient materials knowledge is theChallenger disaster in 1980, when failure of an o-ring aused the shuttle to ex-plode 73 seonds after lift-o. The onlusion of the Report of the PresidentialCommission on the Spae Shuttle Challenger Aident was as follows:In view of the ndings, the Commission onluded that the ause of theChallenger aident was the failure of the pressure seal in the aft eld joint of theright Solid Roket Motor. The failure was due to a faulty design unaeptably22
sensitive to a number of fators. These fators were the eets of temperature,physial dimensions, the harater of materials, the eets of re-usability, pro-essing, and the reation of the joint to dynami loading" [36℄. This statementalone shows that testing of all apparatus at the expeted temperatures is of greatimportane.1.5 Importane of knowledge on material proper-tiesIt an be seen from the examples disussed that the tehnology required both forurrent sienti researh and future sienti goals is extremely ompliated. Asmany of these goals are in the ryogeni region, it is of the highest importanethat we have the knowledge and skills to design and build instruments as required.These requirements put a huge amount of pressure on researhers to hoose theright materials for onstrution. This setion has outlined some of the problemsseen in the past with material data and how these an be resolved for futureinstrumentation.To reah a onlusion on the suitability of a material one needs to look notsimply at the numbers, but also to have a knowledge of the physial propertiesunderlying thermal ondutivity. The two sets of results ollated in gures 1.4and 1.5 demonstrate two of the key problems. Figure 1.4 illustrates a olletion ofmeasurements of the thermal ondutivity of the polymer Torlon; one of Torlon4301 [37℄ and four of Torlon 4303 [38℄ [39℄ [40℄. The referene numbers 4301and 4303 indiate dierent ompositions of the same base material. The redline indiates Torlon 4301, so the inonsisteny here an be attributed to thisdierene in omposition from Torlon 4303. When looking at the rest of the dataon the graph, huge inonsistenies an be seen in what is supposedly the samematerial. This is a demonstration that it is of utmost importane that one knows23
the exat details of the omposition of the material, inluding the details of thespei bath, before using it. The thermal ondutivity of Torlon 4303 variesfrom 0.1 K through to 500 K, with a disontinuous and non-linear trend.The polymer polyetheretherketone (PEEK) results, illustrated in gure 1.5,show four dierent ompositions: Glass Filled, Carbon Fibre Filled, Ketron andnally pure PEEK [37℄ [38℄. These results are some of the few readily availablewithin published data in the last few deades and with apparent inonsisteniesup to an order of magnitude an be shown. Looking in more detail at Runyan& Jones (2008) values for PEEK, it an be seen that the Glass Filled (GF30)and unlled samples are signiantly dierent over the temperature range shown:although the two samples are in agreement at 0.8 K, the thermal ondutivityinreases to 6.8 W/m.K at 3.9 K.
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Figure 1.4: The thermal ondutivity of Torlon as experimentally measured byother labs in previous years. For referenes see main text.
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Figure 1.5: The thermal ondutivity of Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) as exper-imentally measured by other labs in previous years. For referenessee main text.When investigating whether to implement materials, the alulations for suit-ability will vary greatly depending on the soure found. A more in depth ritial26
analysis of a variety of materials an be found in hapter 4.1.5.1 How important is temperature?As has been shown in the previous setion, the hoie of material to be usedin dierent temperature ranges is of utmost importane as the properties anhange so dramatially between materials, or with dierent ompositions of thesame material. During the onstrution of many instruments, eah bath of amaterial to be used will be tested before implementation into an instrument. Itis partiularly important for spae based instruments, suh as JWST, as one theinstrument has left land for its journey to spae, it annot be xed.1.5.2 Summary of how these properties vary with temper-atureOne of the other key fators surrounding material hoie is how the propertiesvary with temperatures; the general behaviour of the key groups of materials isdesribed below [41℄.MetalsDepending on the quality of the material, the ondutane varies dramatially.Good ondutors (suh as Cu, Ag, Al) ondut most of the heat in eletrons. Athigh temperatures, large-angle sattering ours by sattering eletrons by vibrat-ing ions predominates. At intermediate temperatures, the small-angle satteringis then of phonons. At low temperatures, eletrons sattering o impurities willdominate.
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AlloysEletroni ondutivity of disordered alloys is ontrolled at low temperaturesby impurity sattering. Disorder of the eletrons an redue their eletroniondutivity in these alloys whih means the lattie thermal ondutivity beomesmore important. Eletrons have a short mean free path, so k ∝ T , smaller thanthat of pure metals.Non-MetalsLattie waves ondut heat, with veloity not hanging muh with temperature,but sattering proesses hange as the lattie spetrum beomes exited. Hightemperatures show dominant wavelengths of Θ
T
× lattice spacing (where Θ =
lattice temperature). This sale is omparable to that of disloations, stakingfaults, point imperfetions and point defets. At low temperatures, only long-wave phonons are exited and beome sattered by large obstales. At T ≤ Θ
5
,anharmoni interations between the lattie waves is dominant. Two proesseswithin this our: N- (normal) whih redistributes energy or U- (Umklapp) whihtransfers momentum to the whole lattie, therefore limiting the ondutivity.At times the absolute values of the sattering fators are diult to dene, forexample at low temperatures due to the `reetive' nature of the lattie.Glasses and Amorphous PolymersLoalised low-energy exitations in glass satter phonons, this inreases the heatapaity at low temperatures. Heat apaity and heat ondutivity of glasses andamorphous polymers varies slowly with temperature. When the temperature fallsbelow 10 K, the heat apaity falls dramatially.
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1.5.3 Diulty of measurementsAnother key issue is the diulty in designing and onstruting apparatus toondut the measurements. For over a entury researh groups have been ad-dressing this task, with varied outome. Two key methods exist for determiningthe thermal ondutivity of a material: steady-state and transient measurements.Within eah of these there are numerous adaptations that have been made to thesetup, but even the slightest hange an have a large impat on the auray ofresults. Measurements are gradually beoming easier and more reproduible withadvanes in tehnology, inluding the software and omputer power supportingexperiments. Further details and an in depth analysis of some of these methodsis given in hapter 3.1.6 Ahieving ryogeni temperaturesIn the past, ahieving ryogeni temperatures was not an easy task, but withthe developments in tehnology this has beome easier. Liquid refrigerants areommonly used when working at ryogeni temperatures, speially nitrogen,oxygen and helium. At atmospheri pressure, nitrogen, 3He and 4He boil attemperatures of 77 K, 3.3 K and 4.2 K respetively. By ontrolling the pressureat the surfae of the ryogen, temperatures as low as 1 K an be ahieved.Nitrogen is ommonly used to pre-ool ryostats prior to the introdutionof helium to the system, whih results in less evaporation of helium. Thermalisolation must be maintained within a ryostat at all times, with most systemsbeing kept in vauum. Signiant time delays an be aused if there are anyproblems or leaks, as these an only be xed at room temperature. Oasionallyan error will our at low temperatures, but it appears to have orreted itselfone warmed to room temperature. This reates more omplex issues as it isharder to identify the problem. 29
The simplest method of ooling involves pumping liquid ryogen through atube system from the storage dewar around the ryostat to the sample hamber,whih gradually redues the temperature of the sample hamber. As this proessredues the amount of helium in the storage dewar, the surfae pressure will grad-ually hange ausing a slight hange in overall temperature of helium. Systemshave been developed to onserve the helium and surfae pressure. [42℄Obtaining data at low temperaturesIf measurements from ryogeni temperatures up to room temperature are re-quired, the ryostat an be left to warm naturally for several days if the timeonstant for warming is long. If ontrolled temperatures above 4.2 K are required(but below liquid nitrogen temperatures) then a 4He ryostat an be implemented.The base temperature of 4He is 4.2 K and any temperatures above this an beahieved by integrating heaters to the system.To obtain temperatures below 4.2 K using 4He, the pressure above the surfaemust be lowered. The helium bath remains at 4.2 K and a small amount will bepumped to derease the temperature around the experimental area. Adversely,this auses an inrease in the rate of evaporation of 4He making the proessexpensive.The most ommon, and easiest, method of ahieving temperatures below1.3 K is to use 3He as a ryogen. This allows one to easily reah 0.3 K and loweras the vapour pressure of the 3He isotope is lower than that of 4He, giving muhgreater ooling power. Using 3He is an expensive method as the initial ost isgreater and the heat of vapourisation is lower ausing more 3He to be lost in theproess. In general, 3He is only used in losed iruit ryostat systems to redueloss as muh as possible.Nowadays, dilution refrigerators (DR) use a mixture of 4He and 3He. Thismixture in a DR is apable of reahing temperatures of a few millikelvin and30
losed-yle ryostats an remain at that temperature for several months. Therehas been great progression in the eld of ryogenis sine this was ahieved.Maintaining low temperaturesWhen a old system reahes onstant temperatures, 4 fators must be ontrolled:ondution by the walls of the ryostat, radiation, onvetion of residual gas andthermoaousti osillations.1. Condution by the walls of the ryostat: Walls an be separated toredue physial ontat and hene redue ondution.2. Radiation: The emissivity of a material surfae will eet the radiation inthe system. The radiative heat ow an be ontrolled using radiation shieldsmade of low emissivity materials, with the addition of further shields suhas Multilayer Insulation (MLI).3. Convetion of residual gas: A vauum an be reated to redue thenumber of air moleules available to transfer heat aross layers.4. Thermoaousti osillations: Thermally exited pressure osillationsan our in tubes left with a losed end at high temperature and an openend at helium temperatures. This uses a great deal of helium and graduallyinreases the temperature of the system.Types of oolingThere are multiple dierent ryostats on the market urrently, whih an bedivided into 4 distint groups:1. Closed-yle: Cryogeni vapour is pumped through a losed system bya mehanial refrigerator. As the vapour does not need to be replenished,this is ideal for projets requiring ontinuous ooling. 31
2. Continuous ow: Liquid helium is used and replenished when required.Large volumes of helium are used during operation.3. Multi-stage: A oldplate is in plae within a system with multiple stages,generally operating at dierent temperatures. These additional stages allowooling to below helium temperatures.4. Bath: These ryostats are a bath of helium into whih the sample is low-ered. Large volumes of helium boil o during operation.The next setion will detail some of these refrigerators and the ooling yles inmore detail.1.6.1 Dilution refrigeratorsThe invention of dilution refrigerators (DR) in 1965 improved apabilities of ryo-genis by using a mixture of 3He and 4He. This system allows temperatures of afew millikelvin to be ahieved for periods of months on end. Using a DR ratherthan a single ryogen system requires less input power from support pumps andoolers to obtain the same ooling power in the instrument. The use of a DRis the only tehnique developed whih is apable of ahieving these millikelvintemperatures. In some systems a DR will be in plae at the rst stage, withother methods used at other points.A 3He:4He mixture is used in most DRs today, oering eient ooling powerat low temperatures and keeping the ost of running the system low. The 3Heand 4He will remain in the dilute phase through parts of the DR system, butas the pressure hanges the two isotopes will form a mixture and ool to lowertemperatures. The majority of modern systems use dilution refrigerators, usinga mixture of 3He and 4He, with the potential of easily reahing temperatures ofa few millikelvin (mK).32
1.6.2 Mehanial refrigeratorsMehanial ryostats perform one of two operations: to liquefy a ryogeni gas,or to maintain low temperatures at a sample stage. Due to the omplexity ofthese mahines, large amounts of power are required to ahieve onsistent ooling.Many modern ryooolers use a gas ompression-expansion yle. During theexpansion phase, the expansion of the liquid to a lower pressure ahieves ooling.Various types of mehanial ryostats have been designed. A brief desription isgiven here of some of the key types of mehanial refrigerators, fousing on theGiord-MMahon system whih was used for the experimental work ontained inthis thesis [13℄Joule-Thomson heat exhangersA ounterow heat exhange is the main operation for the Joule-Thomson (JT)ooling system. Isenthalpi expansion of the ryogen produes liquid and a oldgas. Multiple expansion areas allow the gas to slowly expand reating lowertemperatures, optimising the heat transfer.Turbular heatow must be maintained in the gas exhange pipes to giveoptimum performane of the heat exhangers. The heat transfer rate from theryogen (gas) to the tube walls determines the eetiveness of the system. If theoutgoing gas absorbs all the heat from the inoming gas then the system will be100% eient.Linde type heat exhangers The Linde type heat exhanger is a multi-tubeheat exhanger using a turbo-expander for ooling. In many examples of Lindeooling, the inner tube is smaller and arries the high-pressure stream of gas andthe outer tube arries the low-pressure stream. Smaller versions of the Lindeooling system have been produed for medial tehnologies.
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Klimenko oolers Klimenko oolers are very similar to the JT yle, but use agas mixture rather than a single gas. The ompressed gas mixture travels througha ounterow gas exhanger, it then expands through a throttle and the ooledgas returns to the exhanger with a ontinuous proess maintained. The mixtureof gases is used to obtain the greatest eieny possible by mathing the heatapaities of the two ounterow streams. [13℄Philips Stirling yleThe Stirling engine priniple was used in 1954 to develop a small air liquier, forinorporation into a ryoooler system, later to be known as the Philips-Stirlingyle. Regenerative heat exhangers have the benet of being able to take theenergy from one gas ow and exhange it to a seondary gas ow. The Stirlingryoooler, as shown in gure 1.6, ontains two pistons and the yle works asfollows:1. First the ryogen gas is ompressed by the ompression piston. The heatof ompression is removed by water or air ooling.2. The displaer transfers gas through the regenerator. The gas ools when inontat with the old regenerator.3. The two pistons move simultaneously, with further expansion and ooling.4. The expansion piston moves away from the regenerator, allowing the gas toexpand.5. The old gas transfers bak to the original area as the two pistons are movedbak to their original plaes and the ooling yle repeats.This proedure an also be arried out in a split-yle ooler where the ompressorand old head are in separate areas. Compression is ontained in one ylinder34
and then the ompressed gas is moved to the experimental area. This separationredues vibrations at the old head area where a sample or mehanisms would bestationed.
Figure 1.6: Mehanism for the Stirling ooling yle.Giord-MMahon oolerThe Giord-MMahon (GM) ooling system is similar to the Philips-Stirlingooler in that it has a displaement/refrigerator area, but here the ompressor isontrolled by inlet and outlet valves as follows:1. The displaer begins at the old end. The inlet valve is opened and om-pressed gas ows in to the warm end of the ylinder.2. The inlet valve stays open as the displaer moves upwards towards the warmend of the ylinder. The gas passes through the regenerator to the old endof the ylinder. 35
3. The inlet valve is losed, the exhaust (outlet) valve is slowly opened andooling begins.4. The displaer moves downwards again to the old end of the ylinder, push-ing out remaining old gas. The exhaust valve shuts and the yle repeats.The GM yle is available in single stage systems as well as multi-stage systems.The multistage systems have stages at various temperatures, for example, 60 Kand 4 K and are ommonly used for preooling large ryostat systems.
Figure 1.7: Mehanism for the Giord MMahon ooling yle.Pulse tube refrigeratorsPulse tube refrigerators (PTR) have no moving parts at low temperatures, henethe lifetime of the system is lengthened and the vibrations dramatially reduedwith respet to other ryogeni ooling systems. The mehanial operation an bebased on the Stirling or GM mehanism, with an extra orifae and buer at the36
warm end of the system. In turn, the Stirling/GM mehanism reates pressureosillations in the pulse tube, gradually ooling the required area by expansionof the ryogen gas [43℄.1.7 Outline of thesisWe have now introdued the importane of knowledge of material properties atlow temperatures before design and onstrution of instruments. We have seenthe diering methods of ahieving these low temperatures, and how these proper-ties an vary with temperature. Previously published data have been introduedand the neessity to onsolidate these data due to errors and unexplained dif-ferenes between dierent researh group's work has been explained. With thisbakground, the thesis will onsist of the following hapters: In Chapter 2 the theory of properties of materials is outlined in somedetail, speially onsidering properties at low temperatures. This hapterintrodues key equations whih will be used in the experiments detailed laterin the thesis. Chapter 3 looks at the theory of low temperature thermal ondutivitymeasurements as arried out in other laboratories. An analysis of bothsteady-state and frequeny-time domain measurements is provided. Thishapter also provides a onlusive overview of the method whih will beused in the experimental work ontained within this thesis. Chapter 4 explains the method used to ritially analyse previously pub-lished data from throughout the last entury with a fous on materials usedfor experimental work of this thesis. Further detail is also given on polymers,whih are beoming more widely used in low temperature experiments. 37
 In Chapters 5 and 6 the experimental hardware and software are detailed.The experimental method is looked at in more detail inluding the analysismethod and detailed errors of the system. In Chapter 7 experimental results for the thermal ondutivity of siliatebonded boron doped silion are presented. Eletrial resistivity of Alu-minium Foam is presented with results of eletrial resistivity of variouswires used in instruments low temperatures available in appendix C. Finally,Chapter 8 ontains a summary of the work ontained in this thesisand makes suggestions towards future work to lead on from the resultspresented here.
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Chapter 2
Theory of material transportproperties
Preise knowledge of the physial properties of onstrution materials atlow temperatures is of utmost importane when designing sienti instru-ments. It is neessary to gain a full understanding of thermal and eletrialfators, as these an inuene both the design and funtion. Transportproperties suh as thermal and eletrial ondutivity are highly importantwhen designing instruments. These need to be known as a funtion of tem-perature for suessful integration into systems to provide optimum resultsfor the designated purpose. Long time sales and speialist equipment arerequired to gather this information whih means that many urrent designsare based on measurements made in the past on varying systems or for spe-i purposes. As seen in setion 1.5, these varying onditions for olletingdata need to be extremely well understood and methods implemented or-retly to ensure errors do not our. This hapter will take a loser look at39
the struture of materials and the transport proesses that our within.2.1 Material StrutureAt the mirosopi level, eah material is one of 14 Bravais lattie stru-tures stemming from its rystal struture: a unique arrangement of atomsor moleules, repeating in three dimensions. Although the general stru-ture is limited to one of these 14, the general properties an vary dependingon if the material is a pure or alloyed metal. Solids have a struture de-ned as either rystalline, for those solids with a regular repeating unit, oramorphous (non-rystalline) for those solids with no order within.2.1.1 Crystal defetsAlthough a material may appear to have a smooth nish, at an atomilevel this is not the ase. Inonsistenies or defets in the struture anbe present. Defets our when the thermal energy within an atom of arystal is higher then the energy required to remove an atom from thelattie site. `Point defets' are loalised defets within a rystal, `line' and`planar' defets our in the larger struture. The most ommon defetsare: Frenkel Defet: An atom migrates a short distane from the `vaany'it reates and situates itself in a gap in the rystal struture. Shottky Defet: An atom migrates to the surfae of the rystal leavingan isolated vaany. Isolated Interstitial: An atom diuses from the surfae of a rystal tothe main struture ausing an internal isolated interstitial defet.40
The number and likelihood of defets hange between materials, and evenwithin a bath of a material it an dier. A substane with a tightly pakedstruture is less likely to have defets, as the atoms would require higherenergy to be displaed, whereas in more open strutures this required levelof energy is lower. Line and planar defets an also have an inuene onthe transport properties of the material: Staking Faults: A misalignment of staked layers an ause a `break'whih reates an `internal boundary' Disloations: Both edge and in-plane (planar) defets an our whenthe rystal is under stress or strain Antiphase Boundaries: Atoms within a rystal struture are onguredin the opposite order to the `ideal' system.2.1.2 PurityFurther to defets, the purity of a material an have an additional eet onits properties. As properties of materials vary so muh from near absolutezero to room temperature, the level of doping an have dierent eetsat dierent temperatures. At high temperatures the doping may have noadditional eet on the overall thermal ondutivity, whereas when reahinglow temperatures sattering might indue a drasti hange in ondutivityompared to the pure material [44℄.2.1.3 AnnealingIf materials are treated their properties an alter, as the rystal struturean be hanged. This an again have either a positive or negative eetdepending on the proposed use of the material. Annealing of a metal is a41






. (2.1)A dramati illustration of this problem was enountered during the researharried out for this thesis. When a silion sample was plaed in lampsduring an experiment, it broke when heat was applied to the ryostat oldhead when returning the system to room temperature. It is thought that42
the opper lamps expanded with the sudden inrease in temperature andrushed the sample, as shown in gure 2.1. Silion has a near-zero thermalexpansion at 4 K (0.022%), whereas opper has a thermal expansion of0.324% at the same temperature [46℄. Suient spae had not been allowedbetween the sample and the opper lamps.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of broken samples. This ourred as the ryostatwarmed up to room temperature. It is thought that the inreasein temperature of the ryostat old head led to the opper expand-ing at a faster rate than silion, and thus rushed the silion.Many materials with a low thermal expansion oeient have been re-searhed, identied or developed. The resulting data are mainly availablefor room temperature, but low temperature data are available in publi-ations suh as `Low Thermal Expansion Glass Ceramis' [47℄ and `HeatCapaity and Thermal Expansion at Low Temperatures' [48℄
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. (2.3)High temperatureAt high temperatures, thermal vibrations (phonons) of the rystal lattiedominate eletron sattering whih denes ℓ so this proess is heavily tem-perature dependant.Low temperatureAt low temperatures, phonons do not have enough energy to ause eletronsattering, so ℓ is dominated by eletron sattering from defets and impu-rities (setion 2.1.1) whih is known as Residual Resistivity, ρres. At these44
temperatures ℓ is temperature independent. It an be onluded that thehigher purity a material is, the lower the residual resistivity it will have andhene the resistivity will beome onstant at a lower temperature.One large dierene in the residual resistivity, ρres, and the temperaturedependant intrinsi resistivity, ρi(T ), is that the former is strongly aetedby line and planar rystal defets whih an form during preparation ofthe material. At higher temperatures where ρi(T ) is more dominant, thedefets onerned are point defets whih are independent to the material.The sattering phonons and defet ontributions need to be ombinedto output a value of resistivity we an use and trust. To get the totalresistivity we an simply add the residual resistivity from defet sattering,
ρres, andthethermalvibrations, ρi(T ) :







. (2.5)Using the room temperature resistane and resistivity, RRT and ρRT respetively,and the resistane and resistivity at 4K, R4K and ρ4K respetively the RRR ofa material an be alulated. At low temperatures ρres dominates, so it an beassumed that ρres ∼= ρ4 K , and so, from equation 2.5: 45
ρres =
ρiRT
RRR− 1 , as RRR =
ρiRT + ρres
ρres














. (2.9)This value an be used to gain an understanding of a material, or to ompare twomaterials of the same ross setional area.2.4.2 Eletroni thermal ondutivityIn metals, eletroni thermal ondutivity dominates beause the thermal energyof the ondution eletrons is muh greater than that of the lattie phonons. Theondution eletrons all have Fermi energy.SemiondutorsThe resistane properties of semiondutors are attributed to the presene of aband gap between valene and ondution bands. At very low temperatures, thevalene band will be full and the ondution band empty therefore the material47
will behave as an insulator. As one inreases the temperature of the material,adding thermal energy, some eletrons are given enough energy to `jump' to theondution band. The overall ondution of the material will now be attributed tothe eletron holes in the valene band and eletrons in the ondution band. Thistemperature-dependant resistane is ommonly used in tehnology for engineeringtemperature ontrolled systems in whih the ondutivity an also be ontrolled.Adding impurities to the semiondutor introdues more energy levels for theeletrons to ll.2.4.3 Thermal resistaneThe total resistane of a substane an be desribed by inorporating the resistiveeets for all phonon and eletron interations; phonon-phonon (pp), phonon-defet (pd), eletron-phonon (ep), eletron-impurity (ei), point/boundary defets(pb). When thermal resistanes our in series, the total resistane, Rtotal an betaken as the addition of the omponents:
Rtotal = Rpp +Rpd +Rep +Rei +Rpb. (2.10)These interations are not neessarily all present in every material so the nextsetion fouses on the main ontributors:
R = Rpp +Rep. (2.11)2.4.4 Lattie ondutivity: phononsHeat transfer diers with material. The purity of the material an have an eeton this transfer hene it is important to know the details of the materials' ompo-sition. Phonons are the main arrier in amorphous insulating solids and dieletri48
rystals. Furthermore, lattie ondution is responsible for the majority of heattransfer in impure metals, alloys and semiondutors. The Debye temperature(θD) needs to be taken into onsideration when disussing thermal ondutivityof phonons (see setion 2.5.1).Low temperatures: T ≪ θDThe number of thermally exited phonons is relatively small. The phonons nolonger ause a signiant amount of sattering within themselves, but they anbe sattered by rystal defets and boundaries. Sine at low temperatures thedominant phonon wavelength is larger than the lattie point imperfetions, therystal boundaries are the only relevant fator. This means that the phononthermal ondutivity, λph, tends to be temperature independent. This leads tothe onlusion that the temperature dependene of thermal ondutivity at lowtemperatures is that of the phonon spei heat, C (see setion 2.5):
λph ∝ Cph ∝ T 3. (2.12)High temperatures: T > 50 KIn this temperature range sattering is dominated by phonon-phonon interations.With inreasing temperature the number of phonons inreases, and hene λphdereases. Overall in this temperature range the thermal ondutivity is inverselyrelated to temperature..Due to dierenes in defets, low temperature thermal ondutivity of om-parable samples an vary greatly. As stated previously, phonons are the mainarriers in dieletri rystals. If very few defets and impurities exist, the ther-mal ondutivity an be extremely high and similar to metals suh as opperand aluminium. Conversely, the thermal ondutivity of a strongly disordered49
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. (2.14)Heat apaity an be written as a funtion of pressure, volume or mass. For solids,both linear dimensions and the shape an be altered by a hange in temperature.This means that spei heat should be measured at onstant pressure. Therelationship for spei heat at onstant pressure (Cp) and onstant volume (Cv)an be shown by:
Cp − Cv =
β2νT
κT
(2.15)with spei volume, ν, oeient of volume expansion, β, temperature, T andisothermal ompressibility, κT . This equation applies generally to rystallinesolids [50℄.Equation 2.15 annot in pratie be applied to most materials due to thelak of low temperature data, but an approximation an be used:
Cp − Cv = AC2pT. (2.16)where A is the ross setional area of the material. 51




(2.17)with Plank's onstant, h, the maximum veloity νmax. The Debye spei heat,









(ex − 1)2 . (2.18)At high temperatures (low values of x), Cv approahes the 3R Dulong-Petit valueand at low temperatures the upper integration value beomes large. For T ≤ θD








Jmol−1K−1 = βT 3. (2.19)This equation an be used to alulate θD or β. One needs to rememberthat the Debye theory is only valid at low temperatures and the value `r' is oftenremoved (no. of atoms per moleule) as often monotomi solids are used (r = 1).If there is more than one moleule Cv
3R




2.5.2 Lattie spei heatThe frequeny of vibration of atoms and moleules within a solid dominates theinternal energy (i.e. spei heat). The free eletrons an also ontribute formetals, but only at very low temperatures (approximately 3 K).This disussion begins by looking at the equipartition of energy as shown byBoltzmann. A partile will have 1
2
kT of energy for every degree of freedom (R)while in equilibrium. A rystal lattie (in the lassial form) ontains 6 degreesof freedom in the 3D view with energy depending both on veloity and mean freepath (position). This means that eah part ontains 3kT of energy hene onemole has:













. (2.22)where EF is the Fermi energy. 53
1. At absolute zero, all energy states are full so f(E) = 1 for energies lessthan EF and empty for f(E) = 0 for E > EF2. As the temperature inreases, the probability of nding a state ou-pied at energies above EF inreases.3. Any eletron whih jumps to a higher state ontributes to spei heat.The number of eletrons apable of jumping energy levels an be estimated. Thethermal energy of an eletron of Fermi Energy is EF = kTF . For most metals
EF = 8.8 × 10−19J , so it follows that TF ≃ 6 × 104K. This shows that thefration of eletrons that lie within kT of the Fermi energy is ∼ T
TF
so at roomtemperature this equates to around 0.5% of the eletrons having the apabilityto jump up an energy level and hene ontribute to spei heat .To now look at a mole of a monovalent metal: N ondution eletrons existhene NT
TF















2T = γT, (2.25)
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where γ = 1
3
π2D(EF )k
2. This gives a linear temperature dependene of eletronispei heat until T/TF ≃ 0.2. At very high temperatures it approahes 32R, thelassial value for the eletroni ontribution per mole.2.5.4 Total spei heatTo alulate the total spei heat, both the lattie and eletroni parts (setions2.5.2 and 2.5.3 respetively) must be taken into onsideration:
Ctotal = βT
3 + γT. (2.26)As eletroni spei heat only ours in metals, γ = 0 for all non-metals. Thismeans that a hek an be done by plotting C
T
against T 2 whih should produea straight line. When the material in question is a metal, γ 6= 0 and from thisgraph the values of β and γ an be obtained.When one approahes higher temperatures, the produed graph is no longera straight line, so the T 3 law is no longer valid [50℄. Materials with eletroniand lattie ontributions are dominated by the T 3 term exept at very low tem-peratures. When T ≤ 4K, the linear (T) eletroni term and the ubi term areof the same order. Low temperature data are required to allow separation.2.6 Prediting thermal ondutivityTools have been developed to predit the thermal ondutivity of a material usingother available data. At times, eletrial ondutivity data will be available fora temperature range but not the thermal ondutivity data. Information mightalso be available on impurities, defets, magneti elds and more; applying thisan assist with dening further information. 55
2.6.1 Weidemann-Franz-Lorenz LawThermal and eletrial ondutivity an be related using the Wiedemann-Franz-Lorenz (WFL) Law. This is beneial as eletrial ondutivity tends to be easierto measure than thermal ondutivity, espeially at lower temperatures [51℄. Formetals, both ondutivities are heavily based on the ow of eletrons.
L0 =
λ(T )




= 2.45× 10−8WK−2. (2.28)Experimentally, this law applies within a few perent at room temperature whereeletron sattering from high energy phonons dominates, and also at low temper-atures where eletron sattering from impurities dominates. At intermediate tem-peratures, energy loss from eletron-phonon ollisions limits ow of heat ratherthan ow of harge so the behaviour deviates from the law.2.7 SummaryThis hapter has looked at details of the thermal properties of materials and whythey hange with temperature. The following hapter will examine some thermalondutivity measurement systems used in the past half entury, and the designsused presently.
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Chapter 3
Experimental methods andmeasurement tehniques
We have seen from the previous hapter how important the ompilation of knowl-edge on material properties is prior to the design and onstrution of ryogeniinstruments. Inonsistenies in published values exist due to diering equipmentand experimental setups used to ondut measurements. Aurate measurementsof the thermal ondutivity of a material are diult to ahieve. One of themain problems is the haraterisation of the heat ux through the test materialas opposed to heat lost to the surroundings and equipment. Steady state andfrequeny domain methods are two ommon methods for measuring thermal on-dutivity. Many variants on these methods have been developed; but regardlessof whih is used, extreme are must be taken with the design and manufature ofthe experimental setup to redue errors. The smallest of errors in apparatus andexperimental methods at this stage an lead to disastrous eets if implementedin a working instrument. This hapter will give an overview of the most om-57
mon tehniques used to determine the most appropriate way to ondut theseexperiments.3.1 Steady-state methodsThe rst steady state thermal ondutivity measurements were onduted at roomtemperature and investigated the transfer of heat along an arrangement of barsusing water and steam jakets as heaters, as illustrated in gure 3.1 [52℄, [53℄. Inthis apparatus the use of water and steam jakets as heaters limited the ontrolof temperature. In subsequent years, the auray of these measurements wasimproved with the developments in assistive tehnology. This progression resultedin the development of apparatus that allowed these measurements to be ondutedat ryogeni temperatures. Due to inreased standardisation and improvementsin instrumentation, experimental setups are now used at multiple laboratoriesThis has resulted in a progressive improvement in the ability to obtain aurateresults, espeially at low temperatures (for example [54℄, [55℄, [56℄, [57℄ and [58℄).The absolute linear method tends to be the basis of any steady state mea-surements. No large variation in the apparatus or setup used by eah individualresearh group was noted.
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Figure 3.1: Early thermal ondutivity as arried out with a steam jaket [53℄.The steady state tehnique involves heating one end of a sample while holdingthe other end at a set old temperature. A diret measurement of heat ux andthe hange in temperature along a speimen of known dimensions is then taken.The onept for this operation is illustrated in gure 3.2 where the basi setuponsists of a bar sample xed in plae with one end attahed to the old headwhere the temperature an be stabilised. A heater is onneted to the other endand is used to deliver heat to the system, reating a temperature gradient. Thepower to the heater must be held stati for measurements of the temperatureat dierent points to be monitored by thermoouples attahed to the sample.This whole sample is ontained within radiation shield(s) and the system is heldwithin a high vauum to minimise heat loss by onvetion. Temperature sensorsare plaed in various plaes on the sample and shields to monitor heat transfersand losses. Using the data from all temperature sensors, measurements an beomputed and used to reate a 1D heat ow model.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for steady-state measurements through sampleof known ross setional area, A, and length, L. Sensors are plaedat THOT and TCOLD and power is applied using a heater at one endwhile the other end is held at a onstant temperature.For the standard setup with a bar sample with two temperature sensors, thethermal ondutivity, λ, through length L and ross setional area A, when power
P is generated from an heater an be dened as:
λ =
L · P
A · (THOT − TCOLD)
. (3.1)The base must be maintained at a onstant temperature, and sensors measurethe temperature at points THOT and TCOLD aross whih a temperature gradienthas been reated. The heat ow must be isothermal before reahing THOT and theross setional area must be onstant over length ∆L. Dierent ongurationshave been employed by laboratories, and therefore the related analysis variesslightly. The general ase, as depited in gure 3.2, onsists of a solid blok withsensors xed on the outside of the sample. With this arrangement the preiseloation of the sensors must be alulated to ensure the heat ux monitored is60
representative of the setion measured. This arrangement also allows multiplemeasurements to be made on a material from the same bath during one ooldown yle.3.1.1 Divided samples methodThe `divided bar' method an be employed whereby a sensor is positioned betweentwo setions of the same material of dierent lengths and the ondutivity ofeah setion is alulated separately [54℄. A further variation on the divided barsetup is to have a set of samples of various thiknesses, divided by thin bloksof a high thermal ondutivity materials eah with their own temperature sensor[58℄. Using a material suh as opper or aluminium gives a negligible thermalondutivity ompared to a relatively low thermal ondutivity sample. Theinsertion of a referene speimen between the sample and old head an allow thevalidity of eah individual measurement to be heked instantaneously [55℄. Thisarrangement holds many advantages over previous methods employed: it allowssystemati errors to be heked during eah measurement allowing inonsisteniesto be identied immediately. In systems where this is not arried out, some dataan be lost if an inonsisteny is identied after olletion. This results in the lossof time as protrated periods are required for experiments at low temperatures.
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Figure 3.3: Divided bar setup as used for thermal ondutivity measurements[58℄.Figure 3.3 shows that this setup has been adapted for diering purposes and ma-terials. Longitudinal heat ow measurements at low temperatures are extremelytime onsuming due to temperature stabilisation times, ooling time, heatingtimes and reating a vauum in the apparatus. Researhers at Clemson Uni-versity reated a setup whereby the sample area ould be easily mounted on aremovable puk, allowing rapid hangeover of samples (as sensors were alreadyxed on the sample before mounting on the old head) [57℄. This spei setupis large enough for two samples to be measured simultaneously in the puk andold head areas. This is an exellent way to redue the hangeover time between62
sample measurements and is a tehnique that was employed in the measurementsarried out during these studies.More reently Ventura et. al have arried out a series of measurements below5K. The experimental assembly is a simplied longitudinal heat ow design wherethe end of the sample srews into a opper old head and the `hot end' srews intoa holder omplete with temperature sensors and heaters. The old end is kept at aonstant temperature and the heaters on the `hot end' introdue stepped heating.This system has been designed and alibrated over many years and series ofmeasurements. It is a good example of a suitable system for these measurements.As the Firenze University group have suessfully measured multiple materialsusing this onguration [56℄ [59℄ [60℄ [61℄ [62℄, a visit was made to the groupto study their system further. Their ryogeni laboratory is fully automated,tailored for thermal ondutivity and spei heat apaity measurements of smallmaterials. These are all fators whih assist rapid data olletion and analysis.3.1.2 Reduing heat loss and radiative eetsOne of the biggest problems with steady state measurements is the ontrol of heatintrodued to the `hot end' of the sample. Some of this heat will be lost to thesurrounding hamber due to onvetion and radiation so the exat quantity thatpasses through the sample must be determined by alulation. Convetive lossis redued dramatially by implementing a high vauum as the majority of airpartiles are removed from the system, reduing the hane of partile ollisions.Radiative losses pose a larger problem as they are aused by any EM radi-ation in the system, inluding that from surfaes within the ryostat. Materialswith low emmissivity surfaes are generally hosen for onstrution of ryostatsto redue radiative eets.Radiative eets an be redued even further with areful seletion of mate-63
rials and oatings for the old head, heat sink and radiation shields. The systemneeds to be optimised, espeially for materials of high emissivity. Researh on-duted using blak stenil ink on the heat sink to ahieve an emissivity of ε = 1was onduted: this has an adverse eet on boundary eets of radiation. Thisresearh shows results from 233 K − 413 K [63℄. At lower temperatures the tem-perature ontrol of the radiation shields would need to be improved to ensureonsisteny of the experiment. In general the setup is very adaptable in dierenttemperature ranges.The steady state method has also been used to investigate the eets ofmultilayer insulation (MLI) [64℄. A entral heater, surrounded by 40 layers ofMLI is plaed in a liquid nitrogen bath. The MLI was investigated both in the`ideal' setup with the reetive layers being arranged the same way round, andthe `non-ideal' arrangement where the diretion of the reetive layer was mixed.One the thermal equilibrium was reahed, the evaporation rate of liquid nitrogenbeame onstant over a period of a few days. This evaporation rate was usedalongside heater data to dedue information on the MLI. This experiment givesan estimated unertainty of 5%, remarkably low for the apparent lak of ability toontrol the evaporation rate due to surrounding room onditions. Appliation ofMLI to the radiation shields is used for passive ooling in spae missions suh asthe Cassini spaeraft [65℄. For measurements arried out above 300 K, radiationlosses pose a huge problem and this requires hanges in the experimental setup[66℄. For many measurements, heat loss from the sample surfaes has been re-dued. In 1911, Poensgen introdued low ondutivity `paking' and an annularopper guard so that all heat from the hot plate travels through the sample (gure3.5). This tehnique has been further developed, and is urrently referred to as`Guarded Hot Plate' (GHP). A guard ring is inorporated to prevent lateral heatloss from the test area, and the ontained heat ows normal to the sample faes,64
as illustrated in gure 3.4. Other insulation suh as wool or blok insulation analso be inorporated to ensure the sample is isolated, thus addressing these heatloss problems [67℄.
Figure 3.4: Guarded hot plate design for thermal ondutivity measurements[67℄.Aurate ontrol of the guard ring temperature is required to ensure the speimenreahes steady-state; depending on the sample this may take days. Thermoou-ples attahed at both ends of the sample monitor heat ow. The GHP has twoongurations; either the sample is ontained within the heat sink [68℄ so a guardring may not be required; or a heater an be implemented in this experimentaldesign [69℄. The introdution of the guard to the system allows more auratemeasurements to be made on thiker samples as one of the main problems witha larger sample is a larger surfae area from whih heat an be lost, espeiallyfor materials with a high emissivity. The width of the guard should be `at least
0.25× the width of the measuring area and no less than the speimen for eetiveshielding' [69℄.
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Figure 3.5: Guarded hot plate design: (a) unguarded setup and (b) guardedsetup.The overall design has not hanged signiantly sine the 1950's [70℄. Improve-ments in tehnique between the work shown by Dikson (1973) [67℄ and Salmon(2001) [69℄ relate mainly to advanements in tehnology over the 28 years be-tween publiation of the respetive papers and speially to improvements inthe design aspets for maintaining ontrolled temperatures by minimising heatlost to the surroundings. Advanements due to more aurate instrumentationand aessories, the inorporation of omputer systems for data olletion andanalysis, improved temperature ontrol systems and the adaption of experimen-tal setup (i.e. thiker insulation is present) have led to an improvement in heatontrol.Further investigation of guarding tehniques has been onduted using pow-ders as a guard, as illustrated in gure 3.6 [54℄. This powder is intended to absorbradiation; it also gives an indiation of how radiative eets inrease at highertemperatures. A more modern example of powder ller is bre frax (a eramiller) whih alongside more areful ontrol of the thermal shields redues theradiative eets.66
Figure 3.6: Unguarded and guarded samples using powder lling to redue ra-diative loss.
3.2 Transient methodsTransient methods of thermal ondutivity measurements involve small tempera-ture utuations being implemented over very short timesales and the resultanthange in wave properties being analysed. Short timesales are mandatory. Devel-opments in omputing power have resulted in inreased use of transient methodsfor measuring thermal ondutivity. High volumes of data are olleted for eahexperiment, with measurements being taken multiple times per seond.The general experimental onguration onsists of two elements whih atas a heater and a temperature sensor. For solid materials, the elements are eitherembedded in to the material or are transposed on to the surfae. If a liquid orpowder sample is being tested, it is suspended in the sample. Some experimentsuse two separate wires for the heater and temperature sensor where others useone wire ating for both purposes. Stepped eletrial urrent is introdued to67









, (3.2)where P is the power, λ the thermal ondutivity, a the thermal diusivity, t thetime onstant and C is Eular's onstant.Long wires inrease the test area whih inreases the auray of the mea-surements. This method gives a 2D heat-ondution solution where the averagetemperature rise is assoiated with the thermophysial properties as well as sizeof wire, oating and sample.If an eletrially onduting or orrosive substane is tested, the wires mustbe oated in an eletrially insulating oating or anti-orrosive oating respe-tively. Many experiments avoid testing suh substanes due to these fators,so materials ould be less useful in large instruments as all surrounding mate-rials would need to meet the eletrial and anti-orrosive properties. Transientmethods eliminate error due to onvetion as measurements are obtained in athermally losed system. Sensor alibration data are used to alulate the tem-perature hanges within the system. The following setions give further detail ofsome of the transient methods developed for thermal ondutivity measurementsat ryogeni temperatures.
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3.2.1 Transient hot wireThe Transient Hot Wire (THW) tehnique was developed to meet the require-ments of the thermal engineering eld. A ell ontaining two thin wires, used as aheater and temperature sensor, an be set up easily with data aquisition softwareto supply heat to the system quikly and aurately and to reord temperaturehanges in the system. The linear relation between the temperature rise and thelogarithmi time an be used to alulate the thermal ondutivity [71℄.3.2.2 Short hot wireThe Short Hot Wire (SHW) tehnique is a variant of the THW experiments: theexperimental setup onsists of a single metal wire (as opposed to the two wiresused in THW experiments) running through the test speimen. This wire atsboth as a heater and a resistane thermometer [72℄. This is a method of determin-ing thermal ondutivity and thermal diusivity simultaneously in liquids, solidsand powders. One big advantage it has for uids is the elimination of onvetiveerror whih would be present if using the steady state method [71℄.3.2.3 Transient plane soureThe same method has been used to measure larger surfae setions using theTransient Plane Soure (TPS) method. Here a heater/thermometer resistive ele-ment is produed and `sandwihed' between two piees of a sample. When heatis applied, a transient thermal wave travels to the surfae of the material, moni-tored by reording voltage variations [73℄. The thermal ondutivity of thin lminsulating materials has been measured using the same proess [74℄.
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3.2.4 Angstrom MethodThis method, determined by Angstrom in 1863, involves heating a bar sampleat one end using a low-frequeny sine-wave generator to propagate a thermalwave through the sample. To measure the thermal diusivity, the amplitude andphase of this wave at any point is measured and the properties of the sampleare used alongside the wave properties to alulate the thermal diusivity [75℄.To avoid heat loss by onvetion, the heater used should be approximately thesame diameter as the sample. Temperature variations of up to 2 K an be seenat 300 K. The signal generator an detet a measurable sinusoidal wave whihan be used as the referene wave before heat is applied. Low-noise ampliersand bandpass lters an be used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio if required.If a higher frequeny of wave is used, radiation eets an be redued thereforeshorter samples an be measured. [76℄3.2.5 3ω MethodThe 3ω tehnique developed by Cahill and Pohl in 1986 [77℄ is an AC tehniquevery similar to the SHW method. A metal strip in perfet thermal ontat withthe sample, ahieved by photolithography or evaporation of the metal, is usedas a heater and a temperature sensor simultaneously (gure 3.7). The SHWand THW tehniques both onsist of measurements made in the time-domain,whereas the 3ω method uses lok-in ampliers to ondut measurements in thefrequeny-domain. As power is applied to the metal strip, the amplitude andphase of the resistane hanges are measured as a funtion of exitation frequeny.The 3ω method reates a time-harmoni temperature variation within a solidmaterial whih when measured an be used to reate a 1D heat ondution modeland hene the thermal ondutivity an be alulated. Again, the setup has toinorporate the ability to measure at milliseond intervals.70
(a) (b)Figure 3.7: 3ω setup (a) Two options of trak design of heater/thermometermodule [78℄ (b) heater/thermometer module on sample surfae [77℄.3.2.6 Other tehniquesMany variants of the steady state and transient methods desribed previouslyhave been used to determine the thermal ondutivity of materials. We will nowbriey list some of the less ommon methods.Series omparativeThermistors arranged in mathed pairs (using the Godson tehnique) have beenused in a Wheatstone Bridge [79℄. A omparison an be alulated between thebalaned system with zero heat ow and the unbalaned system when heat ows.As the resistane of the thermistors is known, the temperature an be alulatedfor a given resistane and hene ∆ T an be determined, yielding an estimate ofthe thermal ondutivity, λ [79℄. The ited work was arried out above roomtemperature and the error in λ is remarkably high at 16%. As this work wasonduted almost 50 years ago, the system ould potentially be improved due todevelopments in tehnology, omputing power and data aquisition. Furthermore,71
if the method was adapted for low temperatures this would redue any radiativeeets and onvetion (as a vauum would be used), thus potentially reduingthe total error in experimental data.Inter-faial ontatThe thermal ondutivity of small samples an be measured by bringing themin ontat with a hot opper bar and reording the temperature at the inter-faial ontat. A few slightly diering methods have been used, inluding; deayof temperature between two hot balls [80℄; and using a heater onsisting of aU-shaped apillary lled with liquid, low-melting point alloy as a heater [81℄.Varying sizes of ondutors will have dierent stabilisation times, but above roomtemperature this time onstant an be as low as 30s. Although an auray of 5%has been ahieved by Zie (1963), there are many inonsistenies in the experimentsuh as: pressure of inter-faial ontat; material struture; heat transfer fromhuman hand to rok interfae; and denition of stable temperature.One ompliation is the diulty of ahieving an ideal thermal ontat. Thesurfaes need to be smooth at a mirosopi level, or a onduting gel ould beused between the heater and sample. Furthermore, to adapt this method for useat ryogeni temperatures, one would need to develop a mehanial arm to bringthe sample into ontat with the heater. This would be one way of normalisingthe pressure of ontat and removes the issue of heat transfer from human tosample. The heater ould be mehanised eletronially instead of ontainingliquid alloy and both time onstants and temperatures an be reorded by aspeialist omputer and data aquisition system. This would give more aurateresults as temperature onversions would be done to a higher degree of aurayusing suitable omputer algorithms.
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Two probeThermal ondutivity (at ryogeni temperatures) of two tin wires has been mea-sured using a thin lm resistor onneted to a resistane bridge, as both a heaterand temperature ontrol [56℄. Two wires are attahed aross a temperature on-trolled ring (see gure 3.8) with a temperature sensor at the entral point and aseond sensor monitoring the temperature of the ring. The wires are onnetedin a 4-wire arrangement and are eletrially isolated from the ring, but with agood thermal ontat. The setup as shown in Ventura et. al allows for hangingthe geometrial fator, and testing eletrially onduting materials and in gen-eral has an appealing exibility. The experimental arrangement has already beenproven to be aurate at ryogeni temperatures. Unfortunately, this method isnot easily adapted for bar samples: the heat distribution would not be uniformat short time onstants, and more power would be required than the resistanebridge an provide in order to ensure aurate results over a large temperaturedistribution.
Figure 3.8: The experimental setup as used by Ventura et. al for making ther-mal ondutivity measurements using the two-probe method. 73
3.3 Conlusions and method to proeed with forthermal ondutivity measurementsVarious methods have been developed to improve the auray and breadth of theknowledge base available to sientists and engineers for designing and developingnew projets. In partiular Laubitz gave a detailed review of eight systems mea-suring a range of materials at high temperatures (100-1200 K) whih provided agreat insight to the apabilities of the available tehnology as well as highlightingsome of the assoiated problems [82℄. Applying this at ryogeni temperaturesreates additional problems and introdues new hallenges whih have been ad-dressed by various researhers. Methods have been developed for testing solids,liquids and gases. Although eah measurement is an ahievement in itself, manyof these were unsuitable for the task in hand with the projet ontained in thisthesis. The samples to be tested for this projet were all solid in form and small(although not on the nano-sale). The steady state longitudinal method wasidentied as the most suitable setup for bulk measurements and the 3ω methodfor surfae property measurements. These two methods have not previously beenused simultaneously, or when set up in the same onguration, but if this wasahieved it would oer a more in depth analysis of a single sample.The following hapter examines in more detail some of the variations withinpublished data and the reasons therin. This will help assist the experimentalproedures detailed in later hapters.
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Chapter 4
Review of thermal ondutivitydata from the literature
This hapter disusses the neessity, availability and quality of low tempera-ture material properties. Information in existing literature studies are ollated,analysed and reviewed, resulting in a ohesive soure for future instrumentationdevelopment.4.1 Overview and aimsKnowledge of the physial properties of onstrution materials at low temper-atures is of utmost importane when designing instruments. It is neessary togain a full understanding of thermal ondutivity, eletrial resistivity, speiheat and magnetism as well as other fators that an inuene both the designand funtion. These properties need to be known as a funtion of temperaturefor suessful integration into systems that an provide optimum results for the75
designated purpose. Due to long time sales for gathering these results and thespeialist equipment needed to arry out the experiment, many urrent designsare based on measurements made in the past on dierent systems or for speipurposes. The CUORE ryostat for double beta deay experiments [83℄ has beeninvestigating thermal properties of materials during the onstrution of the rstCUORE tower, CUORICINO [84℄. CUORICINO has been produed to onrmthe siene goals set out for CUORE and has thus far been suessful. Parts ofthe experiment are supported with rods, so two materials were tested for suitabil-ity: Ti6Al4V alloy and Stainless Steel 316LN [85℄. Furthermore, supports for therystal absorbers needed to be developed for operation at 10 mK. Polypropyleneopolymer (PP) was tested [61℄ as it was expeted to have similar properties tomaterials suh as Vespel, Torlon and Kevlar whih had been used in previousexperiments. These tests were all arried out in the onstrution period of theCUORE instrument.This lak of empirial study an have an adverse eet on the quality andreliability of overall results, as the material may not have been tested in an ap-propriate manner for the planned projet. In order for these designs and projetsto be suessful, the physial properties of materials must be known. It is ofparamount importane that there is orret information in the literature to whihengineering teams an refer. Data printed in the literature also at as a guidelinefor further haraterisation of materials. This hapter aims to provide a reviewof ommonly used data in literature disussing variation between samples, justi-ation of data extrapolation and the equipment used to gather the information.Thermal ondutivity is eminently important, as even the slightest hange intemperature an have a huge eet on the behaviour of its surroundings. Bothmaterials of high and low thermal ondutivity are required. Thermal ondu-tivity will thus be the main fous of this hapter of researh. This review isthe beginning of a ohesive soure of information on the thermal ondutivity of76
nylon, kapton, boron-doped silion and stainless steel 316 in the 0.1 K to 100 Ktemperature range.4.1.1 Currently available informationInformation is available from many soures in printed texts, on the internet anddiretly from industrial soures. The olletion of these results has been per-formed by a vast number of people using dierent equipment and utilising varyingmethodologies. One problem we fae is that it is, at times, very hard to trae bakthe itations to disover the exat omposition of the material or the laboratorywhere the work was arried out. If the systemati errors are not fully investigatedand disussed, it redues the ondene that the laboratory in question an havefully investigated and redued these issues. These details are very important ingaining the overall piture of the analysis. All information published should haveomprehensive and orret details of the materials studied, inluding the hosensamples' omposition. Information urrently released by some industrial ompa-nies is known to be missing some key fats regarding the material and/or themethod of measurement.
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Figure 4.1: The thermal ondutivity as t of temperature of several materialsbelow 1 K as published in Louanasmaa (1973) [86℄. Data have beenompiled from researh papers dating bak to 1952 and the graph isnow used in various printed texts. Some of the data inluded in thegraph may not give a true view of the material behaviour, suh asthe lines for Cu(d), Ni and Ag whih all show an unexplained `drop'at approximately 0.7 K.78
There are extensive soures throughout the literature, but this analysis will fouson two areas: data below 1 K and the 3-30 K range. In 1973 Louanasmaashowed a detailed study of several materials at millikelvin temperatures [86℄. Thegraph, as depited in gure 4.1, has sine been used in various other publiationse.g. [13℄, [51℄ and partial data have been used in [87℄ and [88℄. Seleted datafrom this work have been used extensively, but little eort has been made toritially examine these results prior to publiation. Papers used to ompile thisgraph date bak as far as 1952 and hene are now very diult to aquire unlessaess to the original soures an be granted. Sine this work was ompletedthere has been an evolution of both instrumentation and the sienti/aademiunderstanding of material siene. Methods for gathering data have beomemore eient owing to these improvements, resulting in questions regarding theauray of Louanasmaa's graph (amongst others). There is a prominent lak ofomplete data as most data is available either near to room temperature or atspei points suh as 4 K and 77 K.Compilations of dataMany ompilations of thermal ondutivity data have been made over the last fewdeades. Compendiums suh as that of Louanasmaa, Rosenberg [89℄ and Rose-Innes [90℄ oer a olletion of data on a variety of materials; metals, polymers,tehnial alloys and glass. Other ompilations have been arried out whih areslightly more foused, suh as White's treasury of amorphous solids and powderinsulators [87℄ or Pobells's ompilation of dieletri materials [51℄.Information is often lost in translation between soures: when seondaryreferenes are used it is, at times, diult to soure the original publiation.Data will be extrated from textbooks without the original work neessarily be-ing retrieved. Muh original data have been hidden over the years within later79
researh. Some would argue that this full information will also beome lost overthe next few deades, but this too is a problem we need to solve. If we anprovide strutured, orret data and make the literature available to all, then wean potentially derease these problems.Aside from textbooks, material property data are published on the WorldWide Web and in researh papers worldwide. Some industrial ompanies releasedata on ertain produts, though this is generally very basi or limited data [91℄.There is a prominent lak of omplete information, espeially when nearing 300 Kas it is more ompliated to asertain.On initial examination of Louanasmaa's graph, a few potential issues arise;partiularly with the requirement on the reader to searh bak to the original pa-pers to nd the partiulars of the material or experimental method. Firstly, Brassis shown without a preise desription of the omposition; the impliation of dif-ferent ompositions an be drasti for low temperature thermal ondutivity [92℄.Likewise Manganin, as indiated on the graph, is a thermal ondutivity derivedfrom eletrial resistivity using the Weidermann-Franz Law (setion 2.6.1): thisonly takes ondutivity due to eletrons into onsideration, while phonon ondu-tion is also relevant at these low temperatures [93℄. Four dierent opper samplesare shown, with the higher purity opper having the lower ondutivity. Silver,Nikel and Copper (d) [94℄, [95℄ all show an unexplained `drop' at approximately0.7 K whih on rst investigation seems strange for two reasons: the other op-per samples show no anomaly at this temperature; and silver, nikel and opperbelong to dierent families of materials so they would not be expeted to show autuation at the same point.
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4.1.2 Reliability of information?Many people will searh for data on a spei material, take a value from a`trusted' soure and proeed with their work. The engineer may think they havea reliable soure, but depending on the dierene in requirements between theoriginal work and their experiment this ould be a fatal error of judgement. Si-enti theory suggests that we an only fully trust information that has beenobtained through the use of a speialist system, with details of the full materialspeiations and allowing the experiment to be repeated if neessary. Obvi-ously many omplex instruments are made every year and muh information ur-rently available an be used, as demonstrated in projets suh as Hubble SpaeTelesope. More reently, SCUBA-2 has been developed requiring mehanialsupports between dierent stage temperatures and thermal links to the main me-hanial systems [96℄. Researh was arried out on potential hanges to some ofthe thermal links in the system, as there were issues surrounding the ability toonnet the ends to the main body of the instrument.4.1.3 Resolving issues arising from inauraiesFurther to the explanation above, there are ways to resolve the problems sur-rounding inaurate data being used during the design and manufature proessesof instruments. Many of the published ompilations oer no analysis as to whythe values vary. At times the ompilations are there only to show general trendsof materials and not the spei properties. The suggestion of the present workis that for eah hosen material the known measurements an be used alongside ahemial knowledge of the material at low temperatures to produe reommendeddata regarding the material. This information an then be used to assist withplanning material haraterisation tests on speialist equipment to solidify thisknowledge experimentally. As data would be olleted from as many soures as81
possible there would be a wide range of experimental proedures overed  so thesystems involved would be also analysed. Potentially erroneous results shouldbe analysed further to avoid inluding data taken, for example, by unjustly ex-trapolated results. This oers a more robust t of reommended results, and inonlusion there would be less error in future experimental work.4.2 Method of analysisAs many of the results that require analysing are only available in paper format,the published papers were sanned and digitised using WinDig [97℄ and EngaugeDigitiser [98℄. These programs oer a simple way to rereate data originally pro-dued by people and groups who may no longer be in the eld. The data olletedby digitisation an be ollated with data reeived from ompanies/researh groupsand other soures. This an then be analysed using knowledge of the materialand the predited properties in the given range. The auray of the digitisingmethod shows that results from a paper an be rereated to an auray of 1%;this is typial of the results used here. The papers ollated for eah material arereferened in the individual setions.4.2.1 Fous of analysisAs the Louanasmaa graph has been used extensively over the last few deades, thedisussion here fouses on materials ontained therein. Due to time onstraints,not all materials ontained in the graph were examined, and aess to data soureswas at times limited. The materials foused on were: Stainless Steel 316, Borondoped Silion, Nylon and Kapton. Stainless steel 316 was examined as it is theexperimental standard used in the work ontained in this thesis. Boron dopedsilion is of interest for Gravitational wave detetors and both Nylon and Kapton82
are inreasingly used in ryogeni instrumentation.4.2.2 Stainless steel 316Stainless steel is an austeniti stainless steel (maximum 15% arbon, minimum16% hromium) and is a widely used material in onstrution of ryogeni in-struments. Various ompositions exist, desribed by the numbers inluded in thename. Here I will look at stainless steel 316, a readily available stainless steelused as a standard in the experimental work arried out for this thesis.As the dierent grades of stainless steel have dierent ompositions, mainlywith a dierene in the ontained quantity of nikel and hromium. This a-ounts for the range of thermal ondutivity values [99℄. As stainless steels are inmass prodution and are sold in the dierent grades, there is a lot of ontinuitybetween dierent bathes. One of the more reent researh projets fouses onwhih material to use for the CUORE suspensions and whether stainless steel ismore suited than a polymer suh as kevlar [100℄ [101℄. This also highlights theforthoming uses of polymers in large projets, whereas in the past less polymerswere implemented.
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Figure 4.2: Thermal ondutivity of Stainless Steel 316 (a) up to 300 K and (b)up to 30 K. Original experimental data from [85℄ [91℄ [102℄.84
Austeniti stainless steel is the most widely used type of stainless steel makingup over 70% of the total. It is manufatured to the following speiation: max-imum 0.15% arbon, minimum 16% hromium and nally if they ontain enoughnikel/manganese to retain austeniti struture. Of the austeniti grades, stain-less steel's 304 and 316 are the most ommon. Grade 316 has an addition ofmolybdenum to prevent types of orrosion and is also more resistant to hlorineorrosion than some other grades. If the grade ontains the letter `L', it is the lowarbon version of the grade and and `N' denotes a nitrogen-strengthened stainlesssteel.It an be seen from gure 4.2 that data for stainless steel has a onsistenttrend. The main variation below 30 K is the lower thermal ondutivity of stain-less steel 310. As the number in the stainless steel ode denes its omposition,this slight dierene is not surprising; grade 316 has molybdenum ontent whihgrade 304 does not. It an also be seen that the experimental data olleted byUmezawa and Ishikawa (1992) and Barrui et. al (2002) is in good agreementwith the NIST dataFurther data exists for stainless steel, but due to the high onstraints onmanufaturing for use in industry and the widespread uses, there is muh moredata available on thermal ondutivity. The general proesses for preparation fordierent grades and properties of grades are depited in [103℄.4.2.3 Boron-doped silionBoron-doped silion is of interest as it is one of the substanes to be tested for thework ontained in this thesis. As disussed in setion 2.1.2, the level of dopingan have a signiant eet on thermal properties of a material. Boron-dopedsilion is proposed for use in Gravitational wave detetors, and the materialsare purhased with speied doping levels. Eah bath of silion produed will85
meet these requirements, to the stated doping standard, and eah bath will betested for ontinuity between bathes before implementation in to systems. Theboron for Gravitational wave detetors has the surfae oxidised to aid the bondingtehnique used.The samples shown in gure 4.3 have a wide variety of ompositions, withboth n-type and p-type semiondutors as well as boron and phosphorous doped.This aounts for the range of ondutivity values for the majority of data shown,but there is still an inonsisteny of more than one order of magnitude for puresilion below 20 K [104℄ [105℄.
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Figure 4.3: Thermal ondutivity of boron doped silion. Original experimentaldata by: [105℄, and experimental work ontained in setion 7.3.1.Seondary soures: [106℄ and [104℄.The silion tested in the experimental work ontained within this thesis is p-type boron doped silion and it an be seen that at 10 K there are 4 orders ofmagnitude dierene in the thermal ondutivity. A omprehensive review ofsilion an be found in [104℄ but the data originates from a variety of laborato-ries so no information is available about the type of measurement, although fromthe information given about the sample dimensions it is assumed steady-statemeasurements were onduted. Dierent doping levels ould have this eet onresults, highlighting the importane of knowing the doping levels of eah sam-87
ple used. Companies whih produe doped samples will provide a ertiate ofauthentiation of doping levels, although to reeive a sample with very preisedoping osts a vast amount more than one provided with doping in a larger range.4.2.4 Kapton polyimide lmKapton is a polyimide: a heat resistant polymer with high elastiity whih isdurable, reliable and an exellent hoie for use within low temperature on-ditions. It is ommonly used to seure eletrial wires and insulation, but isalso used in larger instruments in spae researh due to its exellent mehanialand eletrial properties. Ribbon ables have been suessfully made using Kap-ton as a base and running traks of an eletrially onduting material along aswires [107℄.
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Figure 4.4: Thermal ondutivity of Kapton with data points from [108℄, [109℄,[110℄, [111℄, [107℄, [112℄ and [113℄ with seondary soures from [110℄.Although Kapton polyimide is a ommonly used material, it an be seen fromgure 4.4 that there is still a large disparity between results, as muh as 83%dierene at 0.2 K [114℄ [112℄. Part of this inonsisteny is believed to be due to89
dierent forms of Kapton being measured, but as two of the laboratories measureKapton HN, and although at 0.5 K they are in agreement, at all temperaturesabove this they are in disagreement [113℄ [112℄. Although the work was publishedin the same year, the dierene in tehnique may aount for this: Lawrene usedshort and long staks of Kapton layers and measured the thermal ondutivitythrough the surfaes, hene introduing ontat resistane between layers; Baruimeasured a single layer of Kapton attahed to a hollow opper tube to avoid theadditional resistane aused by staking the lm.
Figure 4.5: Thermal ondutivity of Kapton below 10 K with data points from[108℄, [109℄, [111℄, [107℄, [112℄ and [113℄ with seondary soures from[110℄.90
In many ases as the apability of instrumentation improves, the reproduibilityof data also improves, but there is still this dierene in experimental tehnique.For more reently published data is is possible to nd more detail of experimentaltehnique, whih as previously mentioned an be a problem with older data suhas is displayed in Louanasmaa (1973).4.2.5 NylonNylon is widely used as an insulating material and for support strutures as itretains its high mehanial strength at low temperatures. Various ompositionsagain exist for nylon, for example nylon-6 and nylon-66 with dierent lengths ofrepeating polymer hain. In later years, glass re-enfored nylon has been used asthe addition of glass bres reates a insulating material with even higher strength.Although stated that there is agreement between data produed by dierentlaboratories independent of the soure of nylon [115℄, the work shown here wouldontradit that. On rst examination, it appears there is a signiant amount ofagreement between the majority of results at low temperatures, as illustrated ingures 4.6 and 4.7, but the use of a log sale an be deeiving. For example, at1 K there is a dierene of 1 × 10−2 W/m K between Barui (2000) and Sott(1973). 1×10−2 W/m K may not be muh, but in an industry where the slightestinorret alulation or implementation of material an be the dierene betweenan instrument working or not, this is a huge value. As these laboratories bothused the steady state heat ow method on a ylindrial sample, it is thought tobe the glass bres in the sample of Barui whih has made the dierene.
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Figure 4.6: Thermal ondutivity of nylon below 1K; Original experimentaldata by: Barui: unlled and bre-reinfored nylon [116℄, An-derson [115℄, Sott [117℄ and Ashworth [54℄. Values taken from aseondary soure for: Pobell [51℄, Lounasmaa [86℄,White and Mee-son [118℄, Rose-Innes [90℄, Ashworth [54℄, and nally Berman, Foster& Rosenberg [119℄.Muh of the data shown in the graphs is from prior to 1975. This makes a signif-iant dierene as the instrumentation and espeially the support hardware usedfor data olletion and analysis. State of the art hardware and software used forreent measurements inreases the response time of heaters and the speed of dataaquisition, meaning the ondene in measurements has been improved. Sen-92
sors used have also been developed, meaning better thermal ontat and responsetimes an be used suh as used for determining the low temperature thermal on-dutivity of materials suh as Nylon-6/Cu nanopartiles, a new nanoompositewith potential use in future instruments [44℄.
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Figure 4.7: Thermal ondutivity of nylon; Original experimental data by:Barui: unlled and bre-reinfored nylon [116℄, Anderson [115℄,Sott [117℄ and Ashworth [54℄. Values taken from a seondary soure(indiated by a ∗) for: Pobell [51℄, Lounasmaa [86℄,White and Mee-son [118℄, Rose-Innes [90℄, Ashworth [54℄, and nally Berman, Foster& Rosenberg [119℄.94




For thermal analysis experiments it is of paramount importane that a speialistsystem be built and haraterised. This hapter desribes the hardware andsoftware used to arry out steady state thermal analysis of materials from 3 Kto 30 K. This is followed by a desription of the support hardware used to allowremote ontrol and ontinuous monitoring of the system. Finally a number ofsuggestions for improving the system are disussed.The ryostat used for these measurements is a Giord MMahon ryoooleroperating system as desribed in setion 1.6.2 onstruted by Janis Researhompany, In. [120℄ . This ryostat design is readily available and ustom spei-ations an be stipulated before purhase.
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5.1 Adopted experimental setup for thermal on-dutivity measurementsThe apability of steady state methods have onstantly improved through thelast 50 years. These improvements, alongside the available omputer failities,made this the hosen method for thermal ondutivity measurements for the workin this thesis. The ryostat to be used was a Giord-MMahon system and theideal onguration a sample on a removable old head with maximum dimensionsof 60 x 30 x 30 mm. Temperature sensors ould be attahed either diretly tothe sample or on removable mounts. Templates would be made for tting ofremovable sensor bloks to ensure adjoining bloks are equally spaed. A varietyof samples were to be tested, so an adaptable system was produed, but initiallytests will only be arried out on r = 20 mm bar samples.The following points were addressed when designing a sample holder andexperimental setup for these experiments, as illustrated in gure 5.1:1. Plae to seurely attah heater to top of sample.2. Ability to position temperature sensor near the top of the material.3. Ability to attah temperature sensor(s) near the entre of experimentalsetup, with the exibility to move them when required.4. Radiation shield and additional shielding (if required) to redue radia-tive losses.5. Method of xing sample to the old head.6. Detahable sample mount.7. Control of old head temperature with temperature sensors built in tothe old head.98
Figure 5.1: Ideal setup for steady state thermal ondutivity measurements. (1)Plae to seurely attah heater to top of sample (2) Ability to posi-tion temperature sensor near the top of the material (3) Ability toattah temperature sensor(s) near the entre of experimental setup,with the exibility to move them when required (4) Radiation shieldand additional shielding (if required) to redue radiative losses (5)Method of xing sample to the old head (6) Detahable samplemount (7) Control of old head temperature with temperature sen-sors built in to the old head. 99
The setup is based on the steady state longitudinal heat ow method. Theexat onguration used to measure the thermal ondutivity of samples is de-sribed below.The sample is a bar set up as shown in gure 5.2. Copper lamps are usedto ax it to the base plate, and to mount temperature sensors at the requiredpoints. The sensors used are Cernox thin lm resistane temperature sensors.These sensors are ompat in size, easy to mount and demonstrate exellentheat transfer resulting in a fast response time. My experiments have shown thatthey are very stable over repeated thermal yling, making them ideal for thisspei appliation. These qualities are of benet beause the sensors need to beaurately haraterised and as stable as possible. The sensor wires are Phosphor-Bronze; a material of low thermal ondutivity and high resistivity that servesto minimise heat loss through the wires. In order to redue temperature readingerrors, it is neessary to minimise heat loss and parasiti heat ow from roomtemperature to the sample by heat sinking all omponents of the apparatus.Apiezon grease is used between the opper lamps and sample, the sensors andopper lamps as well as between the base of the sample and the old head. Inaddition, the wires are xed around opper bobbins to anhor them thermally.The apparatus is shown in gure 5.2 and is desribed as follows: the sam-ple has opper lamps ontaining heaters at the top, followed by two entrallamps and the base lamp holding the sample to the old head. All four sets oflamps ontain temperature sensors. The base sensor is used to ensure the lowerend of the sample maintains a steady temperature. The alulation of thermalondutivity is arried out over the entral setion of the sample.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental onguration for thermal ondutivity measurementsshowing loation of the sample with opper lamps, sensors, sampleheater and opper heat sink bobbins.
5.2 HardwareA number of hardware and software issues were enountered during the design andtest phase of this experimental onguration. The following disussion will fouson the nal onguration used for experimental measurements. More detailedonguration settings and further detail on issues enountered an be found inAppendix C.1. 101
A Giord-MMahon ooling system was used, as shown in gure 5.3, om-prising of a Helium ompressor [121℄ (a) providing the high pressure helium gas tothe test ryostat (b) through exible stainless steel gas lines () with a Cosmotehiller (d) [122℄ in plae to hill the onnetions and lines to avoid overheating.Radiation shields (e),(g) enlose the sample (f), all enlosed in the vauum shroud(h). When the ryostat is ready to run, an Oerlikon Rotary Pump [123℄ with abuilt in turbo pump is used to evauate the sample spae prior to ooling (i).The dual pump system an ahieve pressures of up to 1 × 10−7 mbar, oeringvery good thermal insulation whih is essential to ahieve the target tempera-tures. The test ryostat base (j) is omprised of displaers, regenerators and theinlet/outlet valves whih together perform the gas expansion (see setion 1.6.2).The base has eletrial feed-throughs (k) for further support hardware.
Figure 5.3: Setup of the Janis Cryostat and ontributory hardware. The Heliumompressor supplies the ooling power to the test ryostat where thesample is enlosed in radiation shields and a vauum shroud.102
The ryostat old head oers a sample mount area, diameter 30 mm. The samplemount an be hanged to allow dierent samples or setups to be tted1. Thesample and sensor wires attah to the eletrial panel adjaent to the old head onthe ryostat entral pole. The eletrial panel onsists of eight hannels (markedCh 0-Ch 7 on gure 5.4). This eletrial panel is wired internally to a 32-pinfeed-through on the ryostat base. Shielded ables onnet these hannels to thesupport hardware for ontrolling and monitoring the experiment. The ontrolheater (Tc) is wired to a 10-pin feed-through alongside another sensor hannel. Afurther 31-pin feed-through ontains the power supply leads for the sample heaterand nally a spare feed-through is available for any further use.1A larger sample area of diameter 100 mm is also available alongside the relevant radiationshields and ttings. This larger setup was not used during the ourse of these studies.
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Figure 5.4: Setup of the ontrol system for thermal ondutivity measurements.The temperature is ontrolled by a Lakeshore 340 temperature on-troller while the Lakeshore 370 resistane bridges are used to moni-tor the temperature in dierent areas of the system. The TTi powersupply is used alongside the Keithley devies to ontrol the powerfed to the sample heater.The temperature of the system is ontrolled by a Lakeshore 340 TemperatureController. This is onneted to a ontrol loop built into the base of the old head,onsisting of a temperature sensor and two heaters. When the user selets thedesired temperature, this ontrol loop adjusts the system until the temperature isstable. The temperature sensors are attahed to Lakeshore 370 resistane bridges104
whih display their resistane and by using loaded temperature urves, they alsodisplay the sensor temperature assisting greatly when setting up the equipmentand monitoring the experiment. This model of temperature ontroller is apableof reading up to 16 hannels, but for the purpose of these experiments only 2hannels are used on eah. Only one hannel an be read out at a time on eahLakeshore 370 so eieny is inreased by implementing two devies reading outtwo hannels eah (as the only time lost is swithing between monitoring twohannels). Finally, the TTi power supply inputs power to the sample heater anda 4-wire measurement of power is taken aross the sample heater using valuesread by the Keithley multimeters.5.3 Temperature sensorsThis setion onerns the temperature sensors used in the test system and the al-ibration proess for the sensors. The sensors used in the test system are Cernoxthin lm resistane sensors, with the hip mounted in a opper an. Insulatedphosphor bronze wires and an epoxy strain relief are axed to the temperaturesensors to allow attahment to the resistane bridge for reading out resistaneand hene temperature values. This opper an is srewed to the setup usingan aluminium srew with Apiezon grease, reating a ontat with the greatestpossible surfae area.5.3.1 Calibration of sensorsTwo sensors were aquired from Lakeshore, one alibrated in the range 300 mK−
325 K and the other in the range 4 K − 325 K with data for resistane andthe orresponding temperature provided. Four un-alibrated sensors were alsopurhased; eah had data for resistane values at 4 K, 77 K and room temper-105
ature. The alibration method used by Lakeshore, in whih they alibrate thesensors against a known standard, was repeated as losely as possible in the testryostat. The sensors were mounted on a opper base plate using stainless steelsrews alongside one of the alibrated sensors. A radiation shield was tted overthe sample area and the vauum shroud used to lose the system. Resistanemeasurements were reorded at temperature steps between 4 K and room tem-perature. Chebyshev polynomials were used to t the data to give a full spetrumof results (Appendix A) whih were then onverted to temperature values usingthe alibrated sensor's temperature-resistane data.Figure 5.5 shows the data olleted for the alibrated and unalibrated sen-sors. For the alibrated sensor it was possible to show the robustness of the sensorand setup as the same data values ould be repeatedly olleted (gure 5.4a). Oneof the problems faed with the unalibrated sensor was the inability to reah thesame base resistane value (gure 5.4b). This problem was resolved by applyinga thin layer of Apiezon grease in between the sensor and the opper base plateto inrease the ontat surfae area and therefore improve heat transfer. Onethe setup had been improved, the experiment was repeated to onsolidate theinformation, and the data used to alibrate the unknown sensors.5.3.2 Systemati reliability of temperature sensorsThe sensors have been repeatedly tested by Lakeshore Cryogenis with a quotedreproduibility auray of ±3 mK at 4.2 K. The ombined unertainty of thetemperature measurement and the resistane measurement expressed as an equiv-alent temperature (as stated by Lakeshore for the alibrated sensors) from 1.4 Kto 300 K are shown in table 5.3.2. The long and short term stability of the sensorswere monitored before experimental work was arried out.This unertainty is based on a 95% ondene level of the Chebyshev polyno-106
Figure 5.5: (a) Stability of alibrated sensor and repeatability of temperatures ahieved and (b) unalibrated sensor whihdid not return to the same base resistane on eah ool down. The ontat of the unalibrated sensor wasimproved using Apiezon grease and a reproduible resistane was then ahieved at low temperatures.107
Sensor Range: 0.3 mK− 325 K Sensor Range: 4 K− 325 KTemperature (K) (± mK) Unertainty (%) (± mK) Unertainty (%)1.4 4 0.29 4 0.294.2 4 0.1 4 0.110 5 0.05 4 0.0420 9 0.045 8 0.0430 11 0.036 9 0.0350 16 0.032 12 0.024100 24 0.024 16 0.016300 72 0.024 40 0.013mial ts obtained. The sensors alibrated in this work will have a slightly lowerauray than those alibrated by Lakeshore Cryogenis. The overall error ontemperature is disussed further in setion 6.5.3.5.4 SoftwareComplementary software was required to run the system and reord results. Thissetion desribes the software system and briey outlines the development ofsoftware in dierent omputer pakages.The system and data olletion were initially run manually. This allowedheks to be arried out on the onsisteny of data relative to the values mea-sured prior to losing the ryostat (at room temperature only) and to ensure theequipment was operating as expeted. As ertain resistane readings were knownfor set temperatures, the system ould be yled through for the readout valuesto be onrmed. This also allowed the system to be monitored as the automatedsystem software was developed. In initial tests, an AVS resistane bridge wasused to manually apture data. The instabilities assoiated with this AVS bridgeare shown in the next setion. Prototype software was developed in Python [124℄whih enabled preset temperature and power set ups to be run.108
The software was required to ommuniate between the Lakeshore deviesand 6 temperature sensors in addition to the sample heater and ontrol system.These were wired to three of the military pin points: one for the Lakeshore340 temperature ontrollers, one for the heaters and one for the remaining fourtemperature sensors. After ooling the system down to the base temperature,the software was required to run through the proess shown in gure 5.6 andlisted below. Labview software was used as this was deemed to be the mostappropriate and onvenient omputer interfae to run the experiment 2.2The Labview software used was initially designed and built by Dr. Adrian Glauser. Itwas inorporated and adapted to be used.
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Figure 5.6: Data olletion pipeline: the proess the Labview program runsthrough to ollet the experimental data.After ooling the equipment to base temperature, the software runs throughthe following proess:1. Bring ryostat to required temperature and stabilise.110
2. Reord data for pre-set length of time with zero power to sampleheater.3. Inrease power to sample heater, through all possible settings allowingeah one to stabilise for pre-set length of time.4. Inrease temperature to the next dened temperature step and returnto zero power to sample heater.5. Run through temperature steps (reording data for eah power to sam-ple heater within this)6. End of experimentThe Graphial User Interfaes (GUIs) in gure 5.7 show the software interfaeused for running and monitoring the experiment. The rst panel shows the ex-perimental output of the system- a plot of Time vs. Temperature and anotherof Time vs. Power. These oer the ability for the user to monitor the experi-ment as it is running so any obvious disrepanies an be identied. The sidepanel displays a numerial output of every temperature sensor in addition to themeasured error between onseutive readings. The bottom panel allows the userto run the experiment using pre-loaded parameters and buttons to ativate anddeativate the temperature ontroller and heaters. The user an also load settingsfor temperature setpoints and voltage setpoints, along with the time onstantsfor refresh rate of sreen and frequeny of saving data (every 0.3 s).
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Figure 5.7: GUI for entering experimental parameters for monitoring and on-trolling of a running experiment. The top plot shows the tempera-ture of eah sensor relative to time and the bottom one shows thepower of the sample heater.
5.5 Issues with equipmentThe majority of issues in this ase were assoiated with the prototype equipmentset up rather than the nal onguration. The following setion desribes themain problems enountered with the nal experimental setup. Further detail isgiven in appendix C.
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5.5.1 Thermal osillations and temperature dampingThermal analysis measurements rely heavily on aurate temperature readings.Ideally the temperature would be stable to redue error in the temperature mea-surement. The system's temperature ontrol was monitored and a number ofinvestigations were made into reduing temperature utuations.The original setup used an AVS Resistane Bridge [125℄ with a Labviewprogram monitoring it. This resistane bridge was eventually removed from theryostat system; this was due to its inability to remain steady. The stability wasinvestigated in dierent temperature regions with an example of the instabilityduring a ooldown seen in gure 5.8. Further details of the investigations withthe AVS Resistane Bridge are inluded in Appendix C.1.1.
(a) (b)Figure 5.8: Cooldown of system when monitoring using AVS resistane bridge.(a) Cool down from 295 K to 3 K and (b) zoomed in on the lowerregion. The `lump' at times = 5.65× 104s is where the temperatureis raised from 8 K to 30 K and lowered again. This AVS resistanebridge was replaed with a Lakeshore 370 resistane bridge due tothis instability in temperature.The modied system, whih was used for the bulk of measurements is temperature113
ontrolled by a built-in sensor alongside two built-in heaters, held in a opperlamp on the old head (gure 5.9). This is onneted to the Lakeshore 340temperature ontroller and from here two options are available for heating: thetemperature an be set and the heaters in a loop with the sensor will stabilisearound that temperature using the PID Algorithms for aurate ontrol (appendixC.2.2); or a spei perentage of available power an be hosen and appliedonstantly to the heater. The long and short term stability were monitoredbefore experimental work was arried out.
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Figure 5.9: Built in temperature sensor (entre of opper blok) and heaters(one either side built into the opper blok, only the two holes theyare tted in are seen here).Long term stability of systemWhen the Lakeshore 370 resistane bridges were rst implemented into the sys-tem, long term stability was investigated by monitoring the temperature of thesystem using three sensors over a period of 64 hours. The system was held at asteady temperature of 4 K with a onstant heater input of 25% with the results115
shown in gure 5.10.
Figure 5.10: Stability of system as measured over a period of 64 hours. Thepurple is Tc (old head), orange is T0 (base of ryostat) and greenis T1 (on sample).The ontrol loop of the system remained stable within 500 mK for the duration ofthe experiment, with the lower end of the sample remaining stable within 110 mKand the sample sensor T1 stable to 50 mK. It an be seen there was a drop intemperature near the middle of the measurement sequene; thought to be due toa dramati hange within the air onditioning system in the laboratory.Short term stability of systemThe short term stability was also investigated as it was required to be stable andtemperature sensors reading out orret values before olleting sample data. Thesensors' stabilities varied, with the built in sensor, Tc, having the greatest utua-tions in temperature. Figure 5.11 shows the stability of the ryostat system. Thesensor data are also shown to be stable. However, Tc (shown in blak) exhibitslarger temperature utuations than T0 (shown in red). At 3 K again T0 is morestable than Tc, but there is an oset in temperature. This oset is in the order of116
10 mK, 0.3%, and is aounted for in the analysis proedure as shown in setion6.2.
(a) (b)Figure 5.11: Stability of the ryostat system at (a) room temperature and (b)3 K. The ontrol loop sensor Tc and sample base sensor T0 areshown by the blak and red lines respetively.Flutuations of up to 450mK exist at the temperature ontrol loop, Tc, whenheld at the base temperature of 2.5 K whih aounts for an 18% temperatureutuation. This is damped slightly before reahing the sample base, T0, but autuation of 100 mK is still observed. The base of the sample needs to be keptat a onstant temperature, as it has a relatively large inuene on the systemas a whole. This was investigated before ontinuing with measurements. Theseutuations were present due to the onstant expansion and ompression of gasourring at the piston just below the positioning of the sensor and heaters. Asthe piston is part of the GM ooling proess, this annot be eliminated diretly.The system above the old head was examined and an be adapted to damp theutuations so the eet is not seen on the sample holder.Initially the data ltering and averaging polynomials arried out diretly bythe Lakeshore temperature ontroller and resistane bridges were investigated117
to nd optimum settings for ontrol and stability. The temperature ontrollersbuilt in algorithms adjust the power direted to the built in heater to redue theutuation, therefore stabilising at the desired temperature. The manufaturerstates preferred settings for dierent temperature ranges [126℄, and these werefound to be suitable for the system. Seondly the data ltering arried out by theLakeshore devies was examined. The Lakeshore Resistane bridges are apable ofltering the data before the data le is written. An advantage of this is that fewerdata points need to be olleted, so that smaller data les are produed. In thisase, ltering the data signiantly aeted the large instability in temperature,but this also removed the auray of the atual system temperature. For theremainder of the experimental work, no ltering was applied while olleting data.Detailed information of these tests are shown in appendix C.2.2Thermal ModellingThermal models were produed to examine the eet of introduing a dampingblok between the old head and the sample holder. The design of the ryostatoers two loations for this blok to be inluded: between the old head and thebase of the ontrol blok where Tc is loated, and between the ontrol blok andthe sample holder. The aim is to keep the sample base at onstant temperature,so it is logial to insert the damping blok in the lower of these two loations.Consequently the utuations will have been damped before reahing the ontrolblok where the system is stabilised, hene the temperature ontrol loop will beable to stabilise the system to greater preision.The system was modelled by examining the temperature hanges at points Tcand T1 relative to the geometry and material of the damping blok. A sinusodialwave funtion of temperature3 was input to the model the temperature response3The temperature utuations are not a perfet sine funtion, but for the purposes of this118
over time, speially investigating the size of temperature utuation and thestabilisation time.The model was tested for Stainless Steels 310, 314, 314L and 316 as wellas Brass UNS C26000. The stainless steels dier in exat ontent of Chromium,Molybdenum and Nitrogen and the `L' denotes the low arbon version. Thesewere modelled at temperatures of 4 K, 10 K, 20 K and 77 K. The resultanttemperature utuations an be seen in gure 5.12 and also the stabilisationtime in minutes for the sample to reah temperature equilibrium. Table 5.1shows the results of temperature utuation and stabilisation time for StainlessSteel 316 (SS316) and Brass UNS C26000. These materials were identied assuitable materials to test as an experimental standard and would be used to testthe experimental setup and robustness of the system. The highlighted boxes showthe reommended material dimensions for implementation to the system for theoptimum ombination of length and diameter of damping blok: a 0.01 m longblok of stainless steel 316, radius 0.15 m. These materials were hosen as theyare widely available and have onrmed known property data as shown in setion4.2.2.5.6 ConlusionsThis hapter desribed the setup of the hardware and software required for run-ning thermal ondutivity measurements on samples, based on analysis of a va-riety of systems (shown in hapter 3). The steady state heat ow method wasfound as the most suitable for the available ryostat, and a suitable system wasonstruted to hold the sample in a position oering the optimum heat sinkingof both sample and wiring. The temperature sensors, alibrated by Cernox,modelling this funtion is suient to examine the relevane of material with regard to thetemperature utuations. 119
Figure 5.12: Modelled temperature utuations of sensors when damping blok inserted in between the old head andthe ontrol loop sensor, Tc, at 4 K, 10 K, 20 K and 77 K. A ombination of redued utuation alongsiderelatively low stabilisation time was required. 120


















Funtion Material S.S. Brass S.S. Brass S.S. Brass S.S. Brass0.02 Stabilisation (min) >300 250 >250 60 150 40 100 30Amplitude (K) 0.0003 0.0016 0.0011 0.0066 0.002 0.0147 0.005 0.0260.01 Stabilisation (min) time too 100 30 60 20 50 20Amplitude (K) long 0.0025 0.014 0.005 0.03 0.01 0.05270.005 Stabilisation (min) time too 110 15 50 10 40 5Amplitude (K) long 0.0045 0.026 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.104Table 5.2: Thermal stability and temperature utuations for Stainless Steel 316and Brass damping bloks when inserted between the old head andontrol sensor, Tc. 121
were further alibrated and implemented for the thermal ondutivity measure-ments. The hardware system was designed to allow ontinuous measurements ofthe sample, with the support software developed alongside.The stability of the full system was investigated as utuations were apparentin the measured data. The initial hange from using an AVS resistane bridge toa Lakeshore 370 resistane bridge inreased the time response of the system anddereased the error in temperature utuations. Optimum settings for ontroland stability of the system were hosen and implemented using the Lakeshoredevies. Finally, thermal modelling of the temperature responses were ompletedfor future adaptations to the system. The following hapter shows the analysismethods and software implemented for the steady state thermal ondutivitymeasurements.
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Chapter 6
Analysis and alibration tehniques
The researh arried out on other authors' work, presented in hapter 3, on-tributed to designing an experimental onguration and analysis method for thetest ryostat. This hapter presents a simplied system and detailed explanationof the analysis method used for the experiments ontained within this thesis. Theresults shown are those of the experimental standard Stainless Steel 316.6.1 Analysis methodFor the purpose of the analysis the simplied system of a length of sample, Lwith a sensor lamp, c, at eah end is used as shown in gure 6.1. A heater isbuilt in to the top opper lamps at T3 whih will be used to hange the heat uxaross the sample. The base sensor, T0 will be kept at a onstant temperatureusing the ryostat temperature ontrol loop, Tc. This setup allows us to omparetwo separate experiments with dierent sample lengths, meaning the end eetsof the opper lamps on the ondutivity of the sample an be eliminated. A123
heater is built in to the top lamps in the experimental setup, and a varietyof powers an be applied to reate a temperature gradient in the sample. Thesample is said to be in steady state one Pin = Pout. This will be ahieved andmonitored for various eletrial heater powers, P , and base temperatures, T0. Ateah measurement point this reates a temperature dierene over a length, L,of ∆T = T2 − T1 for ross setional area, A.
Figure 6.1: The sample setup has been simplied for analysis purposes:- thesetion for analysis onsists of the length of sample, L and twoopper lamps, c. Power, P is applied to a heater in the top opperlamps at T3 and the base, T0, is kept at a onstant temperatureusing the ryostat temperature ontrol system, Tc.Labview was used to automate this proess for hosen values of base temperatureand heater power. The output results from this are shown in gure 6.2 where thelarge steps of T0 are the hanges in base temperature, and within eah of theselarge steps 5 smaller steps an be seen; these steps are the resultant inrease intemperature due to applying eletrial power to the sample heater.124
Figure 6.2: Data as olleted by the Labview software [127℄. The large stepsin T0 show the hanges in base temperature and the smaller stepswithin this relate to hanges in applied heat through the sampleheater at the top of the experimental onguration. Constant T0shows stability in the system.A measurement was reorded every 0.3 s with eah temperature step reordedfor 3600 seonds. The data reorded ontained values for the resistane andequivalent temperature of every sensor as well as the applied heater power and atime stamp. These data were proessed to analyse the heat ow at every powerstep within eah temperature setting. Through experimental investigation it wasdetermined that reording data for this length of time would allow the system tostabilise and a large number of data points would remain whih ould be usedfor statistial analysis of the system. Temperature osillations were still visible125
in the system, most dominantly in sensor T0 as seen by the broad blak line ingure 6.3. Setion 5.5.1 details methods investigated to redue these thermalutuations. This time window allows the data remaining after stabilisation tobe suient to redue the error on the statistial analysis arried out.Binning data:The data were binned in base temperature and in applied heater power so eahstep ould be analysed separately, giving a diret analysis of the eet of inreas-ing heater power on the temperature of the sample and therefore the thermalondutivity of the sample to be determined. It was apparent that at the edgeof eah bin there was a time frame for the stabilisation to allow the sample toreturn to its steady state after the hange in onditions. This transient overshootwas present for a hange in base temperature, gure 6.3, and a stabilisation timealso ours on hange of heater power, gure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: It an be seen that when the temperature of the old head, T0, ishanged the temperature of the sensor overshoots the desired tem-perature. This is aounted for in the analysis proess as desribedin the text. The individual inreases in temperature of sensor T1seen within eah inrease in T0 are due to inrease in power to thesample heater.
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Figure 6.4: An allowane is required for the temperature to stabilise. This isaounted for in the analysis proess as desribed in the text. Theinrease in temperature of the sensors at time 1.74 × 105s is wherethe power to the sample heater has been inreased as the end of thetime onstant for measurement has been reahed.To aount for the overshoot in temperature and the overall stabilisation timerequired when hanging temperature or heater power, a signiant proportion ofthe dataset had to be eliminated. Eah bin ontains approximately 9000 datapoints, and together the overshoot and stabilisation periods omprise 40% ofthese data. To ensure all steps had stabilised and to allow for any bin wherethere may be an abnormality in stabilisation time, the rst 60% of eah bin wasdisarded. The remaining 3600 data points represented a 20 minute time periodand this was suient for analysis.128
6.2 Temperature stabilityFurther to the regular temperature osillations in the system whih are reviewedin setion 5.5.1 and an be learly seen in gure 6.5 (a), the overall stability ofthe system over a long time period had to be monitored. The temperature ofeah sensor had to be determined so an aurate temperature dierene an bedetermined for eah temperature step. Although a stable temperature ould beahieved on the three sample sensors (T1, T2 and T3) of ±1.5 mK, there was anoset between them at zero power, illustrated in gure 6.5 (b). In orreting thistemperature oset for zero power (to make all sensors the same temperature asthe base) this redues their temperature slightly for the higher temperature steps.This normalisation removes the eets of alibration errors.
(a) Temp oset of base heater, T0 (b) Temp oset of sample sensors,












) (6.2)however this inreases the error in measurement as the resultant temperaturemay be raised or lowered due to lengthened settling time, furthermore randomutuations whih our in both sensors would also have an eet.6.2.1 Power measurementThe input power to the sample heater is ontrolled by the Labview program,and a separate 4-wire measurement is arried out of the atual power over theresistor heater and the Keithley devies. This is ombined with alulations ofthe parasiti heat ondution and eletrial heat dissipation to alulate the totalpower input to the sample heater. The eletrial heat dissipation through thewires is below 3 × 10−7W. The parasiti heat ondution is the heat ondutedby the wires from the hot end to the old end. Both ends of sensor and heaterwires need to be eiently heat sunk to ensure any exess heat in the system anbe drained out. The median power of the power measured aross the heater was130
taken and the other ontributing power fators were inluded. The power fatorused for the analysis proedure is as follows:




(λhot − λcold) ·∆T + Pwires (6.4)6.2.2 Length measurementThe auray of length measurement is of paramount importane in thermalondutivity alulations, espeially when dealing with samples this small, aseven a small error an have a signiant eet on the nal result. The followinginvestigations were arried out, with a view to normalising the length betweensensors.The sensors were plaed on the opper lamps as shown in gure 5.2. It anbe seen that the length an be taken in two dierent ways as shown in gure 6.6:the length between lamps (Y1) or the length from the entre of eah temperaturesensor (Y2). Here measurement Y2 is used as this is a more aurate desriptionof the eetive length being measured, although the opper lamps reate anadditional hannel of ondutivity.
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Figure 6.6: Positioning of sensors on the thermal ondutivity apparatus. Dis-tanes X, Y and Z were varied during the testing phase to orretlydetermine the thermal ondutivity of the sample. The entral se-tion being tested an be desribed as either the length betweenlamps, Y1, or the length from the entre of eah sensor, Y2.
6.3 Testing a standardThis setion will introdue the measurements arried out on an experimentalstandard speimen: stainless steel 316. The method of removing the end eetsof the opper lamps is also shown.6.4 Dierential thermal ondutivity alulationand example resultsTo alulate the total ondutivity of the sample, the following equation is used:
λ =
P · L
∆T · A (6.5)132
The derivation of temperature and power from the data and the ross setionalarea is a standard measured length, as has already been disussed. The ee-tive length of a sample an be alulated by omparing the ondutivity of twodiering lengths of sample as shown in gures 6.7 and 6.8:
Figure 6.7: Three ongurations for ompleting dierential length measure-ments. The length T2 − T1 is hanged so a omparison of the twoexperimental setups an be alulated to remove the end eets ofthe opper lamps.
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Figure 6.8: Congurations A and B as used for the dierential analysis for al-ulating thermal ondutivity. The opper lamps ause unknownend orretions that are taken to be the same in eah ase.Both samples have end eets introdued by the presene of the opper lamps.In the two experiments the same lamps are used, but the quantity of Apiezongrease used may vary as might the torque applied to the srews, thus in both aseshanging the ontat area. The inuene of the lamps was tested in the dierentexperimental ongurations (gure 6.7), with the result of thermal ondutivityfor ongurations B and C illustrated in gure 6.9:
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)B − (∆TP )A]
(6.6)assuming that it is independent of temperature. The full general derivation forthe thermal ondutivity of a sample using this dierential method is availablein appendix B.
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6.4.1 Example results: Stainless Steel 316This setion presents results for the Stainless Steel 316 standard tested as de-sribed using the dierential method. Congurations A, B and C were measuredwith length T2 − T1 of 7.3045 mm, 9.0707 mm and 7.0861 mm respetively. Thedierential method used to alulate the ondutivity of two ombinations oflengths; B-A and B-C. The resultant ondutivity was higher than the expetedondutivity for eah sample, without taking into onsideration the end eets ofthe opper lamps, gure 6.9.A dierential length was alulated to remove the end eet reated by theopper lamps. The initial results, gure 6.10, showed that dierential mea-surement B-C was in agreement with NIST [91℄ to 4.2 %, whereas there was adisrepany of 20 % between NIST values and measurement B-A.
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Figure 6.10: Result of thermal ondutivity of stainless steel 316 as measuredusing the dierential method. Three ongurations were measuredso two ombinations of lengths ould be used to test the robustnessof the experimental setup. A disrepany in the measurement whenusing ongurations A and B an be learly seen.Conguration A was the rst measured in the nal setup. The manual setting upof the experiment had been pratised multiple times by this point. The analysisode was examined for error whih ould our in the data redution for one ofthe data sets. No errors or problems were found in the analysis software whihould have an eet on only one data set, so the values relevant to eah data setwere individually heked. Values used for length of sample setions were thenross referened with the values noted in the lab book to hek for inonsistenies.It was found that an error had been made when taking the length values fromthe lab book to the analysis program. Although the mistake only introdued a0.16mm dierene in the length of T2 − T1, this gave an assoiated error of 11 %at 6 K inreasing to 20 % at 20 K. 137
This 2.27% inrease in length 1 learly demonstrates the importane of a-urate distane measurement between the sensors. The nal result of both dier-ential measurements is shown in gure 6.11 to show the robustness of the systemand the apability to make repeat measurements within a margin of 5 %.
Figure 6.11: Initial results of thermal ondutivity of stainless steel 316 as mea-sured using the dierential method. Three ongurations weremeasured so two ombinations of lengths ould be used to test therepeatability of the experimental setup.As shown with this instane, even an error of less than 2.5 % in length an havea dramati eet on the results. Templates were manufatured to assist setup ofthe opper lamps for eah of the three ongurations to ensure error both in thepositioning of the lamps is redued, and also to ensure the lamps are parallel toone another. This meant that in all later experiments this distane was known toa suient auray, using a well dened proedure for measurement and heking1This 2.27% inrease in the inreased length of the distane between sensors T2 and T1 inonguration A.138




















 · λ+ systematic errors (6.7)6.5.1 Hardware errorsThe errors due to hardware devies are summarised in table 6.1. Although someof the hardware errors would be negligible, the ombined error is signiant henewill be used in alulating the total error in the system. The ombined error inthe system due to hardware devies is 0.163 %.6.5.2 Heat transfer modelAlthough power to the sample heater is measured using a 4-wire measurement,heat an enter and leave the system via other routes. The sample needs to bearefully set up with eient heat sinking to ensure heat does not leak from thelaboratory at room temperature into the sample area. The adverse eet thisan have was shown during the manufature of ISOCAM [35℄, as mentioned insetion 1.4. Furthermore, radiation shields need to be in plae to interept any139
Devie Setting Range Origin of Error Error % errorTTi V 30 V 0.032 V 0.107V 15 V 0.1% ± 2 mV 0.017 V 0.013V 2 V 0.004 V 0.2I 0.001 0.3% ± 20 mA 20.003×10−3 A 0.3200 V range ± [(ppm reading × 0.122 V 0.061Keithley 20 V range measured value + (ppm ) 0.0188 V 0.0942002 V 2 V range range × range used)℄ 0.00224 V 0.112Keithley I Range: 10mA as Keithley 2002 8.105×10−5 A 8.12000 Reading: 1µ ALakeshore 200 ohm, 2 mV, 8 nW From 0.03370 R 2 k, 2 mV, 80 pW table in 0.0320 k , 2 mV, 800 fW manual 0.05Lakeshore T Heater Noise 50µV +1% output V340Sensors T=4 K ± 0.2 mK at 4 K 0.005 0.005TOTAL: 0.163Table 6.1: Hardware errors as detailed by instrument manufaturers. The set-tings of the devies were as follows: (V) Voltage, (I) Current, (R)Resistane, (T) Temperature.inoming radiation. The heat transfers in the system are now disussed and aprole presented for the system to aount for any further heat soures.Heat sinkingWhen wires are used in a ryogeni system, they are both an eletrial onnetionand a thermal onnetion. Heat sinking the wires to a part of the instrument atthe orret temperature is of utmost importane to redue heat dissipation eets.In this system, heat sinking has been done by two dierent methods: the wires atthe seond stage have been wound around the ryostat entral post and seured140
with kapton tape. At the lower temperature end of the old head, opper bobbinshave been used to maintain the wires at the temperature of the old head. Thebobbins are rst overed with igarette paper held on by General Eletrial (GE)varnish (reating a boundary to avoid eletrial shorting) and more GE varnishis used to hold the wires in plae (illustrated in gure 5.2). As a varnish it aneasily be removed using ethanol if required. The wire is then wound round thebobbin with the required length of wire anhored depending on the gauge andmaterial of the wire [128℄. Here 35 AWG Phosphor Bronze wires were used witha minimum length of 7 mm required for anhoring: something whih was easy toahieve. A length of approximately 200 mm was anhored, with a short amountbetween the bobbin and sensor. The remaining wire should not be taut as thiswould ause sope for the wires to snap and put stress on the onnetion withthe sensor/heater.Heat an be onduted through these wires from room temperature to theold head so eient heat sinking is vitally important. The heat ow to the oldhead was redued by making some very minor modiations: lengthening wires,using wire with a smaller ross setion, using wire with low thermal ondutivityand heat sinking wires to a temperature as lose to old head temperature aspossible. The eletrial insulation on wires an be redued to allow more eientheat sinking. The insulation was not altered in the setup of this experiment, butwires with thin eletrial insulation were hosen.RadiationRadiative transfer in the sample area of a ryostat an exist beause there aremany temperature dierenes within the system. Radiation shields need to be im-plemented between any hot and old surfaes to interept this heat ow. Copperand aluminium are ommonly used materials for making these radiation shields.141
The net exhange of heat between two surfaes an be alulated using:
Pradiation = Aεσ(T
4
hot − T 4cold) (6.8)where σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann onstant, 5.67 × 10−8W/(m2 ·K4), A is theradiating surfae area, here A = 0.0005m2, and ε is the emissivity of the surfaeat temperature T :
ε =
ε1ε2
ε1 + ε2 − ε1ε2
(6.9)with εss316 = 0.071, εAl shield = 0.039, εCu = 0.02.The radiation eets alulated for this experimental setup are 5 nW at 4 Kand 10nW at 9 K whih orresponds to a maximum of 0.0004% of the powerprodued by the heater, hene is negligible.ConvetionHeat transfer by onvetion ours due to partile ollisions in air. As the ryostatis in vauum at 2× 10−7mbar the heat transfer due to onvetion is negligible.Heat ondution along wiresThe parasiti heat ondution, Q, of a wire is the heat onduted along it fromany warm part to the old part, for example from the old head to the sample.For a wire of ross setional area A and length L this an be alulated using:









(λhot − λcold) ·∆T (6.11)142
These were alulated for the wires to the heater (x4) and wires to sensors T3, T2,T1 and T0. The wires to the heater and T3 were 0.05 m long and the wire lengthsused for T2, T1 and T0 were 0.03 m, 0.03 m and 0.01 m long respetively betweenthe heat sink and attahment. The values alulated vary from 1.75× 10−4W to
1.46× 10−6W.Eletrial heat dissipationThe eletrial heat dissipation is the heat reated by the resistane of the wire andan be alulated using P = IV as the urrent and voltage being passed throughthe wires are known values. The values alulated are in the order 7.5 × 10−8Wfor 15 V and 3.0× 10−7W for 30 V.Summary of heat transferTable 6.2 summarises the heat transfer within the sample are and ryostat sys-tem:. It an be seen that overall the inuene of heat transfer within the systemis 0.144 %.Fator Minimum Error Maximum Error Max. Perentage ErrorRadiation 5 nW 10 nw 0.0004Convetion N/A N/A NegligibleEletrial Dissipation 1.2024 × 10−6W 3.006 × 10−7W 0.05Heat Condution 1.75 × 10−4 Wm· K 1.46 × 10−6 Wm· K 0.135TOTAL: 0.144Table 6.2: Summary of heat transfer in the test ryostat system.
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6.5.3 Statistial errorsAfter the binning proedure and elimination of raw data, there are of the order of3600 data points left for eah temperature step. At eah step the power is alu-lated from the 4-wire measurement aross the resistor heater and temperature isalulated from the onversion of resistane into temperature [129℄. These dataare suient to alulate the standard deviation of error on both temperatureand power.PowerStatistial utuations are visible in the reorded power data so the error in theapplied power to the system was alulated. A 4-wire measurement of power isalulated using the voltage and urrent values from the Keithley devies [130℄.This power reading is taken alongside the temperatures every 0.3 seonds. Onethe start of eah data bin had been removed, a mean power was taken of theremaining power data. The standard deviation of all remaining data points wastaken for eah bin and the largest deviation away from the median was found tobe 0.420%.TemperatureThe temperature error originates from a multitude of areas: thermal utuations,sensor alibration, eletroni noise, readout auray, thermal oupling and para-siti heat load. The majority of these have been dealt with already when investi-gating the inuene of hardware devies on the system. The key area foused onnow is the thermal utuations and how the temperature oset between sensorsaets the overall results.The temperature is measured at the base of the setup, T0, and two mea-surement sensors, T1 and T2 as shown in gure 6.1. In the olleted data, a144
temperature oset is observed between the sensors as shown in gure 6.5. Thistemperature oset is orreted to the value of T0 to redue the error due toalibration unertainties.Fitting ErrorAfter this orretion has been made, the median temperature of eah sensor isalulated for every step in heater power. The alulation of mean temperaturehas been disussed in setion 6.2. For the dierential method of alulatingthermal ondutivity of the sample, data is tted to the temperature and thermalresistane (∆T/P ) is alulated and then data for sample only is ahieved. Theerror on these ts must be used together to alulate the error on the nal datato be used for the thermal ondutivity alulation. The magnitude of errorof t is alulated at eah temperature point and the mean magnitude of theseis alulated for eah is done. The resultant mean magnitude error of t ontemperature is 1.97%.LengthThe sample is setup using a template to assist the opper bloks to be horizontaland parallel to the others in the setup. The distane between these bloks isthen measured repeatedly using vernier allipers. The satter in a repeated setof measurements is ±5 µm. A further error is introdued due to linear ontra-tion of the sample at low temperatures. At these low temperatures, the sampleontrats by 0.0097% of its original length with respet to 300 K [131℄. This istaken as negligible. A statistial error an be alulated due to the repeatabilityof the measurements: this has been done by taking the standard deviation ofmeasurements resulting in an additional error of 1.5 × 10−5 m whih alulatesto be 0.5% of the total length. 145














0.52 + 0.4202 + 1.972 + 0.1632 + 0.1442 (6.13)
= 2.1 % (6.14)and the total error on the thermal ondutivity is taken as 2.1%6.5.4 Final resultThe nal alulated result of the thermal ondutivity of stainless steel 316, withthe 2.1% error is shown in gure 6.12:
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Figure 6.12: Thermal Condutivity of SS316 as quoted by NIST, inluding theirstated 2.1% error margin, and thermal ondutivity of SS316 asalulated by the dierential method as shown in gure 6.4 [91℄.
6.6 ConlusionsThis hapter has introdued the analysis method used for thermal ondutiv-ity measurements. The dierential method was implemented to eliminate endeets aused by the opper lamps. Labviewsoftware was used to automatethe system, allowing a measurement programme to be entered with the softwareimplementing any hanges in experimental setting required. This was monitoredover long time periods, at times the system would run for multiple days ontinu-ously.The statistial analysis of data has been shown, inluding binning data wheretime frames were allowed for hangeover of experimental settings. The issues withtemperature stability were improved as shown in setion 5.5.1 and the tempera-147




Various experiments were onduted in the ryostat system: thermal yling ofmaterials for the Mid-Infrared Instrument for the James Webb Spae Telesope,eletrial resistivity measurements of aluminium foam for the ISIS experiment,thermal ondutivity measurements of an experimental standard of stainless steel316 and latterly thermal ondutivity aross a hydroxy-atalysis bond in boron-doped silion.This hapter presents the proedure of eah experiment alongside results.Suggestions for further work in eah area is disussed.7.1 Thermal ylingThermal yli testing was arried out using a Janis Giord-MMahon losed y-le ryostat with Helium-4 as the liquid ryogen. The ryostat operated alongsidea Lakeshore 370 Temperature ontroller and a Lakeshore 340 Resistane bridgeas desribed in hapter 5. The sample areas a ool down time is of approximately149
one hour. The system was automated to allow a temperature hange to be madeone a stable period of 90 minutes had been identied7.1.1 SamplesThe following samples, as shown in 7.1 were tested:Spetral blak anodised samples Three spetral blak anodised samples(#364, #366, #370) with the following speiation were tested: Part numberMIRI-DW-00099-ATC with front surfae diamond y ut then nished with: In-organi Speular Blak Anodise to MIRI-PR-00009-ATC. (Protetion des MetauxProess referene OA0MB000 O (XI) S. Noir Minéral Brillant).Filament unit dis One lament unit dis (#0006) with the following spei-ation was tested: MIRI-DW-00008-CDF serial number #0006, nikel/gold platedto MIL-G-45204 type II grade C by Pender Plating, Dorset. This omponent wasoated at the same time as the ight hardware (ref MIRI-DP-00004-CDF issue3).
(a) (b)Figure 7.1: MIRI samples: (a) Blak anodised sample, part #364 and (b) Fila-ment unit dis, part #0006.150
7.1.2 Setup/measurement methodThe samples were axed to a opper sample holder as shown in gure 7.2. Theryostat was losed, pumped to a vauum of 3 × 10−3mbar and lowered to atemperature of 3 K. This temperature was held until the sample temperaturehad stabilised for a period of 90 minutes. The temperature was then inreased to290 K using heaters built into the old head. After the same stabilisation timeof 90 minutes had been reahed the yle was repeated. The stable period washeld to ensure the sample had ooled to the required temperature.The samples were tested in two runs; the rst with the gold plated dis #0006and the blak anodised dis #364 and the seond with the two blak anodisedsample #366 and #370. The samples were srewed on to the sample holder anda Cernox thermometer was attahed to sample #0006 (7.2) and used to arry outresistane thermometry. In the rst run the thermometer was attahed to thesample with a srew. In the seond run, a method was tested by attahing thethermometer to the sample using Kapton tape, a polymer tape ommonly used inastronomial instruments. The ontat between the thermometer and the samplewas not suient to reord the temperature so the experiment was re-run withthe thermometer attahed to the sample holder. The stability below 10 K wasshown in the seond run by the orrelation between results for the two runs.
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Figure 7.2: Spetral Blak Anodised Sample and Filament Unit Dis as setupon ryostat old head.Adhesion testingPost thermal yling adhesion testing was performed by the United KingdomAstronomy Tehnology Centre (UKATC) by applying a strip of tape aross thefae and down one edge of the omponent. The tape was then withdrawn by aslow manual pull perpendiular to the surfae. Following the adhesion test thesamples were inspeted for surfae damage and the tape was inspeted againsta white bakground for signs of the oating oming o. Note that no optialmeasurements were performed sine beause the funtion of both oatings doesnot depend on optial atness, and a visual hek of surfae damage is suientto be sure that there is no hange in optial properties. The test was performedon samples #366, #364, #370. Inspetion of the samples and the tape followingthe adhesion test showed no sign of any damage to the oating and no sign ofany partiles adhering to the tape. The samples all passed the adhesion test.
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7.1.3 ResultsThe data shows that all samples have been thermally yled 10 times betweenthe temperatures 3 K and 290 K as required.
Figure 7.3: MIRI sample temperature as a funtion of time, #366 and #370.
Figure 7.4: Sample temperature as a funtion of time, #0006 and #364.7.1.4 ConlusionIt an be seen from the graphs in gures 7.3 and 7.4 that the thermal ylingwas ompleted suessfully. Although these tests were arried out before thesystem was ompletely debugged, the results were onlusive to the aims of theexperiment. The UKATC were looking for the parts to be ooled repeatedly tobelow 10K and although there is a large instability in temperature as shown in the153
graphs, I am ondent that the temperatures reahed were true temperatures asalibrated temperature sensors were used. This temperature yling has ahievedthe prerequisites of the experiment plan. The Adhesion arried out by UKATCsta testing showed that both oatings were undamaged by the thermal yling[132℄.7.2 Eletrial resistivityOne the ryostat system was thermally stable, measurements of the eletrialresistivity of ommerially available Alloy 1199 AluminiumFoamwere undertakenfor the ISIS experiment at the Rutherford Appleton Lab, UK [133℄. This setionintrodues the experimental proedure and disusses results.7.2.1 Sample and measurement proedureTwo samples of Aluminium foam were provided as shown in gure 7.5 and werebent into an `S' shape to t the sample area. Silver epoxy was used to attahtabs to allow the sample to be srewed to the sample holder and to onnet fourmanganin wires to allow a 4-wire resistane measurement to be arried out. Thetemperature of the system was inrementally raised from 4.4 K to 295 K while theresistane of the sample was measured at eah step. The resistane values wereonverted into resistivity using the known room temperature resistivity value ofAluminium, 2.7 × 108 Ω m, as the eetive geometri fator of the foam wasunknown. This room temperature value does not vary muh with purity at hightemperatures, unlike at low temperatures where the variation is greater.
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(a) Original form of aluminiumfoam (b) Aluminium foam bent to t insample spaeFigure 7.5: Alloy 1199 aluminium foam: (a) original form (b) bent for the ex-perimental setup.7.2.2 Results and onlusionTheoretial ts to the resistivity data were plotted, these are alulated using theequations taken from the book by Hust & Lankford [134℄. We note that the valuefor the parameter P4 is given as 1.26 in the original text, but this appears to be amisprint of the value −1.26 giving agreement with the gures in referene [134℄.It an be seen in gure 7.6 that the data olleted for both Aluminium foamsamples were in agreement with the theoretial preditions for RRR (ResidualResistivity Ratio) values of 11 and 15 respetively.
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Figure 7.6: Resistivity measurements of Aluminium foam from 4 K to Roomtemperature. The lines represent theoretial ts alulated fromthe equations in Hust and Lankford [134℄ for various RRR values.
7.3 Thermal CondutivityThe main purpose of the ryostat system was to determine the thermal ondu-tivity of samples. Initially stainless steel 316 was tested as a referene sample toonrm the auray of the system. Further details of these tests and results arein setion 6.4.1. The thermal ondutivity of hydroxy-atalysis bonded p-typeboron-doped silion was investigated. Initial experiments were arried out usingthe dierential method to determine the exat ondutivity of the boron-dopedsilion over a range of temperatures. The exat doping is unknown so these areshown with a seletion of boron-doped silion samples. Tests were then arriedout on the bonded piees. This setion gives a desription of the experimentsompleted, results and further work.156
7.3.1 Bonded silionSilion is being used more in developments of new instrumentation, espeiallythose operating below 25 K. Methods have been developed for bonding silionto ensure high stability, low stress joins an be onstantly produed. Hydroxideatalysis bonding is a tehnique whih was developed and used suessfully for thetelesope onstrution in the Gravity Probe B spae experiment mission [135℄. Itis ompatible with requirements for low temperature, high vauum and preisionalignment. These bonds an be reated between a variety of materials if a siliate-like network an be formed at the material surfaes; this is the ase for mostoxide ontaining materials [135℄ and is reated using an alkaline bonding solutiondissolved in water. When the bonding solution omes into ontat with thebonding surfaes the hydroxide atalysis ommenes; this onsists of three steps;hydration and ething, polymerization and dehydration [136℄. These steps havebeen desribed in detail in previous papers [137, 138℄.This bonding tehnique has been suessfully been adapted for use in theonstrution of the mirror suspensions of laser interferometri gravitational obser-vatories; it was applied in the GEO 600 detetor in order to reate a `monolithi'suspension of the fused silia mirrors. Fused silia bres were welded to fusedsilia interfae piees, alled `ears' [139℄ bonded onto the sides of the mirror usingthe hydroxide atalysis bonding tehnique [140℄.Currently, many experiments have been performed to test the mehanialproperties of the hydroxide atalysis bonds, but the thermal ondutivity has notbeen investigated in great detail. This study was planned to examine the thermalondutivity aross a variety of thiknesses of bond between two `ears' of silion.
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Blok No. Oxide Thikness (nm) Dierene in Oxide Layers (nm)2133 156.32147 131.4 24.92131 168.12143 131.2 36.92127 133.92135 161.9 27.7Table 7.1: Thikness of bonded silion samples: partiular attention has beenpaid to test samples with diering oxide thiknesses.7.3.2 Samples and experimental proedureThe retangular silion bloks used (20 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm) were from Prolog,boron doped P-type boron-doped silion ingot with <100> rystal orientation.The bonding surfae was one of the 5 mm × 10 mm surfaes, so that afterbonding a sample was reated with dimensions 40 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm.The samples were plaed in a tube furnae at ∼ 1000◦C for periods of timebetween 5 and 55 minutes to grow thermal SiO2 layers of various thiknesses.A wet nitrogen method was used; nitrogen gas saturated with water was passedthrough the furnae for the duration of the oxidation. The bonds in the samplestested vary in thikness from 209 nm  295.8 nm with full details given in table7.1. The dierene in thikness of oxide layers on the two bonded silion earsvary from 0.4 nm to 27.7 nm. An additional sample was available with oxidethikness of around 25 nm on eah ear but it was broken before testing began.7.3.3 Results
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Unbonded sample The thermal ondutivity of one unbonded, `blank' sam-ple was determined from 4  19 K. It was shown to inrease from 24.06 
46.44W/m K. The result of these tests were ompared to previously publisheddata, but as the boron-doping levels of this sample are unknown, two results werehosen whih also were a p-type struture with boron doping [104℄: Holland (1961): p-type single rystal; boron doped; ross-setion
0.616× 0.623 cm. Slak (1964): polyrystalline; p-type; major impurity boron; 1.24 meetive diameter; 3.2 m long.The thermal ondutivity of the measured sample in the temperature range 419 K remains under 50W/mK and follows a similar trend to the sample previouslymeasured by Slak [104℄. The large errors seen in the measured sample at 910 Kwere thought to be due to temperature instabilities in the system as this is wherethe hangeover of PID settings for ltering temperature data ours (for furtherinformation see appendix C.2.2).
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Figure 7.7: Thermal ondutivity of unbonded boron-doped silion, as om-pared to Holland, line 25 and Slak, line 38, in [104℄.
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Figure 7.8: Thermal ondutivity of unbonded boron-doped silion, as om-pared to Slak, line 38 in [104℄.Bonded samples The three available bonded samples were available, eah witha varying thikness of oxide layer hene varying thiknesses of bonds. Investi-gations in to the thermal ondutivity aross the siliate bond were initiated.Due to time onstraints of the projet, only one bonded sample entered the testprogramme. After the rst ool down the sample was found to be broken asillustrated in gure 2.1. It is thought to have broken as the system was returnedto room temperature after olleting data, as the old head heater was used toinrease the temperature of the experimental setup. As the system is optiallylosed and the exat time of the break ound not be determined, the data wasdisregarded and the experiment re-run. As the measurement programme drew toan end, two data sets had been olleted but they were not suient to alulate161
the thermal ondutivity aross the bond.7.3.4 ConlusionsThe measured thermal ondutivity of p-type boron-doped silion is in a reason-able range for the expeted results. Further testing would be required on bondedsamples to determine the ondutivity aross the bond prior to implementationin an instrument. The results obtained have been used to advise the Universityof Glasgow on the experimental setup and proess of measurements for furthertests to be ompleted.7.4 Further workThis setion looks at arrying out a more in depth ritial analysis of previouslypublished data, and suggests further work whih ould be arried with the systemdesigned for the work ontained within this thesis.7.4.1 Critial analysisThe ritial analysis ompleted for this thesis was severely limited by aess topublished papers and availability of information on systems used for data olle-tion. Further data was digitised but not inluded due to the following reurringreasons:  Aess to data through limited aess to published papers Diulty in seuring information on primary soure of data Limited aess on systems used for data apture Limited ability to digitise data through quality of published data162
A more in depth analysis ould be ompleted if these points were addressedand further information was aessible for a variety of materials.7.4.2 HardwareThermal utuationsAs disussed in setion 5.5.1, a huge ontributor to the thermal utuations is themehanism of the Giord MMahon ryostat: the pistons are very lose to theold head, so the ontinued ompression and expansion of gas means there is alsoa utuation in the old head. It is proposed that the integration of a dampingblok would redue these utuations further. Inserting the blok would be anintriate proess as indium foil would be required to at as a ller and the 6 srewsonneting the old head and sample holder would need to be evenly tightenedto avoid any misalignment of the bloks.Conversely, if when inserted it does not orret for the thermal utuationsthen this ould ause further problems as remnants of indium would be left onthe old head and thermal ontat would be redued.Temperature sensors and sample holderThe Cernoxsensors used during the ourse of these experiments were suientfor setting up the system, but due to the large size of them ompared to the smallsamples being measured it is felt that other sensors would be more suitable.If smaller temperature sensors were used instead, the sample holder ould beredesigned. The suggested sample holder would have minimal end eets, andbe more robust, removing the further errors introdued by the urrent setup bymis-alignment of lamps.
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Support hardwareIdeally, this system would have more resistane bridges so all hannels ouldbe monitored simultaneously. This would allow the temperature hanges to bemonitored more uidly and therefore any temperature hanges ould be trakedinstantly. The integration of further support hardware would allow a more thor-ough analysis to be obtained for materials.7.4.3 Materials measurement programmeThe materials measurement programme would be ontinued, beginning with test-ing further hydroxy-atalysis bonded p-type boron-doped silion. Further investi-gations in to the thermal ondutivity aross dierent bond thiknesses would beompleted, examining the eet of repeated ool-downs. This work is planned totake plae in the Institute for Gravitational Waves at the University of Glasgow.As polymers are being more widely used in instrumentation, but data is stillsuiently limited, the ontinued programme would ondut investigations in tomaterials suh as peek, torlon and vespel. A ollaboration would be set up with apartner department so the same samples ould be tested in two dierent systemsto ensure reproduibility. Although data is most sparse at low temperatures,ideally the system would be alibrated so aurate results ould be obtained fromroom temperature down to a few Kelvin. Speially, this would inlude furtherwork on reduing radiative eets at temperatures above 50 K by implementing amaterial suh as Multilayer Insulation (MLI)7.4.4 3ω measurementsSamples were prepared for the 3ω measurements, although due to issues withthe system and a greater time spent on alibrating than planned, they were164
not implemented. Figure 7.9 illustrates the two layouts whih were designed toinvestigate the surfae thermal ondutivity of materials. It is proposed thatsteady state and 3ω analysis ould be arried out in the same instrumentation.This would involve sputtering the 3ω traks on the side of a sample preparedfor steady state measurements. Although it is not thought the measurementsould be done simultaneously, it is proposed that at eah temperature step ameasurement ould be made with eah apparatus hene determining in depthdetails of eah material.This would be a large piee of work whih would require a great amountmore development before results ould be obtained.
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Figure 7.9: 3ω samples showing one trak to at as a heater and temperaturesensor, with four pads for eletrial onnetions.166





A.1 Chebyshev Fitting for Temperature SensorCalibrationThe temperature (T ) an be alulated by doing the sum of Chebyshev oeients(an) and Chebyshev polynomials (tn):
T (x) = Σantn(X) (A.1)where T (x) is the temperature in Kelvin, tn is a Chebyshev polynomial, an is aChebyshev oeient and:
X =
(Z − ZL)− (ZU − Z)
ZU − ZL
(A.2)using the resistane of the sensor to ompute Z = log10R with ZU and ZL beingthe upper and lower limits of Z over the t range. The polynomials an bealulated from: 169
tn+1(X) = 2XTn(X)− tn+1(X) (A.3)
t0(X) = 1 (A.4)
t1(X) = X (A.5)(A.6)or alternatively using:
tn(X) = cos[n.arccos(X)] (A.7)with unertainty of t, σfit:
σ2fit =
Σ(Ti − T 2calc)





) (A.8)where Ti is temperature of point i, Tcalc is temperature alulated from polynomialequation for point i, N is the number of data points in the t range, n the numberof t oeients and ∆TRMS is the root mean square deviation of the t.
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Appendix B
Dierential method of alulatingthermal ondutivity
As explained in setion 6.4, the end eets of the opper lamps must be removedto alulate the thermal ondutivity of the sample only.B.1 Derivation of sample ondutivity
Figure B.1: Congurations A and B as used for the dierential analysis for al-ulating thermal ondutivity. The opper ollars ause unknownend orretions that are the same in eah ase. 171










(B.1)Using the above equations, we an dene the ondutane of eah ongurationtaking into aount the two opper lamps plus the sample itself. In examiningthe resistane of eah onguration so we an make a diret omparison. As


































































































































































































)B − (∆TP )A]
. (B.15)1The exat dierene in the eet of these lamps is unknown, but an be partly investigated.173

Appendix C
Further details of measurementsystem
C.1 Problems with initial setupVarious problems were disovered with the initial setup of the ryogeni measure-ment system. This setion gives further details on some of those problems.C.1.1 Instability with AVS resistane bridgeThe ryostat system was run with a sample of solder looking at the eletrialresistane using an AVS resistane bridge. This was arried out to hek thesystem was in full working order and the support hardware was suient for thetasks in hand. An initial ool down showed a huge instability in the resistanemeasurements during the ool down and an unexpeted trend of resistane wasfound, illustrated in gure C.1. It an be seen that the trend of the resistane175
is very regular and square, as if there is ltering on the results to take away anybakground signals. The resistane either utuates over an 100µΩ range or issteady. Random large utuations of up to 6000µΩ also exist
Figure C.1: Lower temperature region of solder resistane values.During further testing arried out with the AVS resistane bridge, this disonti-nuity in resistane values an be seen. Further to the trends seen in gure C.1,we an see a huge disrepany in resistane values during the next ool down,leading to suh an instability in the system a short iruit was assumed. FigureC.2 shows an example of the resistane values being reorded in the system. Inthis ase, when the system was warmed up this disrepany disappeared and wewere left with the regular trend instead.
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Figure C.2: System instability using the AVS resistane bridgeSome of the problems with instability of the system were addressed by improvingthe manual setup of the sample, improving eletrial insulation and by investi-gating the AVS Resistane bridge settings to have optimum 'real' results omingthrough.At this point in time, the AVS resistane bridge only reorded resistane andtime, so temperature needed to be alulated using the alibration onversions ofthe sensors. One sensor had this provided and the others were alibrated usingit. A opper sample was loaded into the system to look further at the stabilityand utuations. Figure C.3 shows a ool down (with a slight warming in themiddle) to base temperature then the beginning of warming up again. It an beseen that large random utuations are still ourring, but the general trend ofthe resistane with varying temperature is steadier. Manual data olleted wasompared to the data olleted by the labview system to ensure ontinuity of177
manually olleted data.
Figure C.3: Comparison of manually olleted data (blak) and automatiallyolleted data (red).
Figure C.4: Copper ribbon resistane varying with Temperature.178
C.2 De-bugging of the nal experimental setupC.2.1 ShieldingRadiation Shield The ryostat has two radiation shields built into the setup:one on the rst stage at 60 K and one on the seond stage (old head and sampleholder) at 2 K.Cable Shielding The outer ables of the ryostat (leading to support hard-ware) needed to be shielded to redue eletrial noise and eletromagneti ra-diation whih may ause interferene. The shield an be reated by braidingtwo onduting wires into a twisted pair hene indutively anelling some ofthe noise. An alternative method is to have the twisted pair surrounded by agrounded metalli layer.Some of the ables were already shielded. One of the ables whih was notgrounded was the able for the Lakeshore 370 Resistane Bridges. A shieldingwas made from wrapping the able in aluminium foil with opper wire woundround and grounded to both the ryostat and pre-ampliers.C.2.2 Manual settings on hardwarePID Controls With the system held at low temperatures, the Partial, Integraland Dierential (PID) settings of the Lakeshore 340 Temperature Controller wereinvestigated to nd the optimum stability. The PID settings ontrol and analysethe error in the amount of power sent to the built in heaters and adapts tonarrow the error. This gives the outome of the smallest error possible, hene thesmallest utuations in temperature for keeping the system stable at a pre-settemperature. 179
Filtering Data was olleted with both ltering and no ltering by theLakeshore instruments. When the lter setting is implemented, the Lakeshoreautomatially lters the data before the output is produed. This means if thelter is on, the extreme real points of measurement may not be dened in theoutput.Settings: Temperature: 4K,Heater: None, PID:None,Output: ManualOutput.
Figure C.5: Results of tests for ltering data using the Lakeshore 370 ResistaneBridge, monitoring sensors Tc, T0 and T2 plaed on the old head,mid-sample and the top of the sample respetively.The lter settings applied were as follows:
180
FILTEREDTemperature Base - 30KHeater autoPID 20, 100, 5Manual Output 25%Filter Settings 40 points, 1% window(a) Before
UNFILTEREDTemperature Base - 30KHeater 10WPID 20, 100, 5Manual Output 25%Filter Settings none(b) afterFigure C.6: Filter settings tested for Lakeshore 370 Resistane Bridge.Reading No. Points Window (%) Approx. Drift (K)1 50 5 0.0352 50 1 0.0353 40 1 0.044 30 1 0.055 20 1 0.096 none none 0.6
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Figure C.7: Data sets from Lakeshore 370 Resistane Bridge: (a) Unltered dataset (b) Filtered data set. Central 'jump' relates to removing the 80 Kdata from the set.
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It an be seen that ltering redues the noise in the system somewhat, but thisis merely reduing the number of data points output from the devie, it is notatually altering it in any way. This ltering an be done in the IDL pipeline ifneessary rather than in the devie.Algorithms for PID SettingsThe Proportional, Integral and Dierential (PID) settings an be set manually orautomatially by the Lakeshore 340. The Lakeshore 340 Temperature Controlleruses an algorithm alled PID ontrol for losed-loop ontrol operation. The on-trol equation for the PID algorithm has three variable terms, P, I and D. Thesystem an be tuned using these. The system was tested with and without PIDsettings hosen, with the following settings and the results shown in gure C.8.Settings:Temperature: 4K-20KHeater: 10WPID: VariesManual Output
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Figure C.8: Proportional, Integral and Dierential (PID) settings were testedfor the Lakeshore 340 Temperature Controller. The graph aboveshows the inuene of adjusting the PID settings of the system- thePID values an automatially altered for dierent for the lower andupper temperature ranges.An osillosope was used to monitor the real time temperature utuations. Theoutput numbers of the Lakeshore devies was set to monitor the voltage output.Data of mean temperature and overall utuations were read out and onvertedto temperature to plot this graph.C.3 Thermal model of systemTo omplement the experimental setup and the alulations done for thermalondutivity a thermal model of the system was produed using Ansys Workbenh184
[141℄. This program allows the user to input properties of the materials beingused as well as inluding information on ontat surfaes, bonding, radiationeets, heat leaks et. A thermal analysis an be run on the ompleted modelto demonstrate the heat ow within. Figure C.9 shows the steady state thermalanalysis result for 9 mW of power from one heater. This model demonstrates theheat ow when the sample is held at a onstant temperature on the base plateand a onstant power being input to the heater.
Figure C.9: Thermal analysis of the experimental setup showing the isothermalonditions reahed after the stabilisation time has been reahed.
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